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the Young Communi 

- The Young Communist League is the youth wing of the Communist Party. It aims 

to build support among young people forthe Communist Party programme Britain's 

Road to Socialism and to increase young people's involvement in politics. 

- The Young Communist League is organisationally autonomous and decides its 

own activities and priorities. 

- The Young Communist League is democratic. Policies are formed by a Congress 

which must be held at least once every two years, and are carried out by an elected 

Executive Committee. The League also fights to defend and strengthen democratic 

rights. It rejects all unfair discrimination on the basis of race, sex, age, sexuality, 

disability or religious or other belief. It calls for the abolition of the monarchy and the 

House of Lords, and regards democracy as an inseparable part of socialist 

revolution. It opposes the European Union as an undemocratic and reactionary 

institution which serves the interests of big business rather than those of Europe's 

working people. 

- The Young Communist League is centralised. Democratically taken decisions are 

binding across the organisation, although local branches decide how best to 

implement them in their own areas. 

- The Young Communist League is part of a mass movement. It never puts its own 

interests as an organisation above those of the movement as a whole, and it seeks 

to build the widest possible coalition behind progressive policies. The Morning Star, 

Britain's only socialist daily newspaper, plays a vital role in uniting and 

strengthening the left, and the League works actively to support the paper and raise 

its circulation. The League also recognizes the importance of trade unions as the 

broadest mass organisations of the working class, and fights all anti-union laws. 

- The Young Communist League is communist. !t works to abolish capitalism and 

establish a socialist society based on common ownership and democratic control, 

drawing on the ideas of Marx, Engels, Lenin and others as well as on the 

experience of socialist countries since 1917. In the context of this struggle it seeks 

to defend and strengthen public services, the welfare state and the NHS. It believes 

that everyone has the right to free and inclusive secular education, including 

nursery care, SChOo'S, Universities, community colleges and adult education 

centres. The struggle for socialism and Communism must go hand in hand with the 

struggle to protect the natural environment, which is being wilfully damaged by 

corpuTatiONs and capitalist governments in their drive for short-term profit. 

- The Young Communist League is intemationalist. It is a Member organisation of 

the World Federation of Democratic Youth, which represents millions of 
progressive young people in around 100 countries. It campaigns in solidarity with 

sister Young Communist organisations around the world and defends the existing 

socialist countries. It backs the right to self-determination and opposes any attempt 

by imperialist states such as Britain, the US andthe European Union to impose their 

will on the peoples ofthe world orto exploit the world’s resourees for capitalist profit. 

It calls for unilateral, immediate and unconditional nuclear disarmament. 

~The Young Communist League is revolutionary. Itaims notto mend capitalism, but 

to end it. This does not mean that the League calls for an armed uprising in modern 

Britain, although we defend the right of the oppressed to take up arms for their 

liberation. It means realising that only a fundamental shift in power from the 

capitalists to the working people can guarantee democratic tights and social 

progress. Socialist revolution in Britain can and should be achieved by peaceful 

means, through a combination of elections with mass work outside parliament. The 

League publicises its activities, its theory and its revolutionary perspective on the 

day-to-day struggle through its magazine Challenge, which also provides a 

channel for debate within the organisation and the wider movement. 
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Editorial 
There's always a temptation in the left-wing press to agitate to 

your own. Realistically, though, most Challenge readers know 

already that invading Iraq is wrongChell, most Guardian 

readers have probably got that far. And, as a matter of fact, the 

anti-war campaign is just one of a whole series of issues where 

the British left at the beginning of 2003 finds itself in the slightly 

unfamiliar position of perhaps being able to do something about 

it. The class struggle is unmistakably growing more intense. 

From the firefighters’ strike (still unresolved at press time, with 

the Blair régime sounding ever more Thatcheresque and by 

now faintly hysterical) to the successful campaign against the 

merger of University College London with Imperial, and fromthe 

growing movement of solidarity with Palestine to the wave of 

progressive victories in trade union elections, the left is on the 

march in a way it hasn't been in most YCLers' lifetimes. And the 

tuling class, of course, isn't just sitting back and watching. The 

battle for control of the Labour Party (see the review of Andrew 

Murray's pamphiet on p30 of this issue) is matched by the 

emergence of a mass right-wing protest movementCwitnessed 

first in the fuel protests (see Ch1) and more recently in the 

Countryside AllianceCof a kind which is new to British Tory 

behaviour. You wouldn't guess it from the steady drizzle of 

celebrity rubbish in the millionaire media, but the battle-lines are 

being drawn for a conflict whose outcome could be of historic 

significance. 

This fact guides the work of the Communist Party and YCL, and 

it has aiso had an impact on the shape of this edition of 

Challenge.. The need for clear, concrete analysis has rarely 

been greaterCand that is precisely what this issue aims to 

provide. The war is obviously the question of the hour. Rather 

than rehashing the arguments about why the West shouldn't be 

attacking Iraq, our cover story sets out the history of British and 

US interference in the country. The Concise Dictionary of 

Philosophy, published in 1952 in Moscow, defines ‘geopolitics’ 

as "a fascistic pseudoscience which aims to make use of 

geographical factors to justify imperialist policies of expansion 

and pillage", and when you take a look at Iraq's recent history 

and how the mainstream media writes it up it's hard to disagree. 

In addition to the historical analysis we are printing a 

Where are they NOW? econ krenz, ast head of state 
of the German Democratic Republic 

In 1989 the German Democratic Republic was facing a rising tide of nationalist 

demands for unification with West Germany. Coupled with economic difficulties and a 

breakdown of relations with some fellow socialist countries, the situation amounted to 

a profound crisis. By the time Egon Krenz, an experienced and committed politician 

from the Socialist Unity Party's leadership, was elected Chair of the GDR's Council of 

State there was probably little he could have done. The GDR, an anti-fascist bastion 

General Union of Students in the Iraqi Republic, in which the 
country’s students declare their emphatic opposition both to war 

and to the dictatorship. So far as we know this is the first time the 

GUSIR statement has been made available to British readers. 

And the other articles also recognize the need for analysis. 

Costas Pateras's article explores what the Israeli right wing 
stands to gain from jailing Palestinian secularist leader Marwan 
Barghouthi, while Tom Hart looks at the conclusions the right- 
wing press somehow never quite drew from the 2002 A-level 
marking débacle. Ben Stevenson relates his own observations 
as a Challenge seller at the 2002 TUC to a discussion of the 
wider issues at work in the labour movement. We have the 
second part of Nikos Paraskevas's in-depth article on the plight 

of Albanian immigrants in Athens, and we review a Communist 

Party pamphiet which sets out vital strategic perspectives for 

the labour movement. And, as Marxists, our analysis has to be 

grounded in an understanding of Marxist-Leninist theory. This 

issue devotes generous space to theoretical questions, from 

the essentials (in our regular features Back to Basics and Uncle 

Joe's Book at Bedtime) to Salber Yonrosh’s investigation of the 

relationship between Marxism and Darwinism. We also mark 

the 100th anniversary of Lenin's time in Britain with an important 

article examining his work at that period. 

Finally, this issue sees the launch of a new regular feature in our 

culture sectionCHilary Davis's socialist music series, which 

begins by going into some of the ways of thinking about music 

revolutionary socialists have put forward under different 

conditions. And socialist cinema with Ghayur Bangash is back 

after a one-issue break; those readers who contacted 

Challenge to complain that they weren't getting their fix will be 

relieved to see that this edition's article introduces a silent- 

movie classic by the Soviet director Vsevolod Pudovkin. 

This issue covers a wide range of topics from an equally wide 

fange of approaches. But what underpins them all is the 

realizationCas Marx wrote in his 11th thesis on Feuerbach, 

quoted elsewhere in the issueCthat the point of understanding 

the world is in order to change it. If the analysis and background 

offered here helps our readers in that process, then Ch9 will 

have served its purpose. 

Ed Griffiths 

    

described even by one ‘dissident’ as "the most civilized state that has ever existed on 

German soil", crumbled into the eager grasp of Chancellor Kohl and the West. But socialism. As Krenz said after his 

Krenz's refusal to crumble with it and reinvent himself as a Nato-friendly social- sentence was announced: "I will wear 

democrat was not forgotten. Today he is in jail, regarded by many as a political my prison uniform with more honour 

prisoner - oddly, the only former GDR leaders who have been convicted for their than some judges wear their robes." 

supposed 'crimes' are the ones who haven't turned turtle and given up arguing for
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Céte d'ivoire: the neocolonial model 
unravels 

It's not so long ago that the West African state 
of Céte d'lvoire was routinely hailed in the 
West as a model for AfricaCproof that African 
countries could achieve "prosperity and 
stability" if only they'd forget about ail that 
dangerous revolution stuff. Today stable, 
prosperous Céte d'Ivoire is slipping into civil 
war. So what went wrong? Answer: the 
West's model for Africa. 

Céte d'ivoire was ruled from independence in 
1960 until his death in 1993 by the pro- 
Western strongman Félix Houphouet-Boigny. 
Houphouet was the capitalist world's dream 
African ruler: he crushed the trade unions and 
the left, did his best to sabotage African unity 
and took his IMF medicine like a lamb. The 
country's status as world number one cocoa 
producer gave it considerable economic 
potential. But while much poorer African 
states were desperately trying to diversify and 
develop, Houphouet preferred pouring the 
cocoadollars into the pockets of the élite and 
squandering what was left on projects for his 
own glorification. He had one of the world's 
largest Catholic churches built in his home 
village, Yamoussoukro, which he also 
proclaimed was the new Ivorian capital. His 
successor, Henri Konan Bédié, responded to 
the crisis caused by falling cocoa prices not by 
adopting a more progressive economic policy 
but by blaming all the problems on immigrants 
and on the Muslim population of northern 
Céte d'ivoire. In 1999 he was overthrown in a 
military coup led by General Robert Guéi, 
who in 2001 held a presidential election and 
(reluctantly) handed power over to Laurent 
Gbagbo, a veteran of the opposition whose 
party backs the same international social- 
democratic wee as our own dear Labour 
Party. But Gbagbo too has resorted to the 
same anti-Muslim and anti-migrant rhetoric, 
and his supporters have been accused of 
torching houses and forcing residents of 
Muslim neighbourhoods to leave. 

The present civil war was triggered by what 
seems to have been a coup attempt by 
followers of General Guéi, who has since 
been killed. When Challenge went to press 
the rebels were in control of significant chunks 
of Céte d'Ivoire and attempts at negotiation 
were getting nowhere fast. Most worryingly, 
the French military was moving back into its 

former colony. The grim experience of Céte 
d'Ivoire shows the true consequences of 
neocolonial policies in Africa: after 42 years of 
nominal independence, Céte d'Ivoire is once 
again a prize to be fought over by indigenous 
ruling cliques and by outside imperialists. 
Genuine independenceCand even the 
famous "prosperity and stability"Ccan only be 
achieved if Western capital's influence is 
defeated and if the African people take their 
destiny into their own hands. 

Solidarity with Slovak communists 

In August 2002 the Slovak parliament came 
close to approving a law which would have 
made "propagating communism in public" a 
criminal offence punishable by up to three 
years in jail. The YCL received an appeal from 
the Communist Party of Slovakia (KSS) 
calling for international action against this 
proto-fascist legislation. Our response was to 
hold a picket of the Slovak Embassy in 
London on the day the parliament was due to 
reach a final decision on the question. Around 
15 YCL members and a few supporters 
turned up to distribute leaflets, sell Challenge 
and other publications, and carry banners as 
well as placards with slogans including 
Banning communism is the first step towards 
fascism and indonesia 1965 / Chile 1973 / 

ad 
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The YCL's leafiet quoted the words of Martin 
Nieméller, an anti-nazi German clergyman 
who spent years in a concentration camp: 
“First they came for the communists, and | did 
not speak out, because | was not a 
communist. Then they came for the Jews, and 
| did not speak out, because | was not a Jew. 
Then they came for the trade unionists, and | 
did not speak out, because | was not a trade 
unionist. Then they came for meCand there 
was nobody left to speak out for me." 
The protest forced the Slovak authorities to 
close their embassy while we were there, and 
attracted widespread publicity in Slovakia. It 
was also written up in the Morning Star, the 
left-wing Czech daily Hald  noviny, 
Challenge’s Czech sister publication Mlada  



pravda and the leftist English-language 
monthly Postmark Prague. The law was 
narrowly defeatedCa victory which the 
editorial in Mlada pravda regarded as in large 
part due to the wave of international solidarity 
action, including the YCL's embassy picket. 
Following the defeat of the measure, the KSS 
scored its best general election result since 
Slovakia's independence and now has eleven 
seats out of 150 in parliament (see Global 
Election Roundup for more details). The YCL 
will continue to campaign in solidarity with the 
communist and workers’ movement in 
Eastern Europe, and in defence of democratic 
rights there. 

YCL news in brief 

The Communist Party and YCL have moved 
to new offices - not without a pang of regret 
from people who'd a used to the seedy, 
down-at-heel chic of the old place. On the 
other hand, we'll now have closer to enough 
Office space; and it'll feel less like holding 
meetings in a condemned building. Our new 
address is: Young Communist League, 94 
Camden Road, London NW1 9EA. Please 
try and remember to use that from now on. 

Chailenge's very own layout guru Ben 
Chacko has been elected as a Communist 
delegate to Oxford University Student Union 
council. Nearly 9% of students who turned out 
voted Communist as their first preference. 

The YCL's international secretary visited the 
Portuguese city of Setubal for a meeting ofthe 
European and North American section of the 
World Federation of Democratic Youth. A 
number of YCL members also attended the 
‘European Social Forum' in Florence, in some 
cases as delegates from their trade unions. 

The YCL's annual Red November day 
conference marking the anniversary of the 
1917 October Revolution took place at the 
Marx Memorial Library in London. Speakers 
included Andrew Murray, chair of the Stop the 
War Coalition; Communist Party general 
secretary Rob Griffiths; representatives of the 
Iraqi democratic opposition; and a range of 
other figures from across the movement. 
Challenge will try to print the texts of some of 
their contributions in the next couple of 
issues. 

Global election roundup 

For some reason, this feature has expanded 
to an enormous size for this issue. Perhaps 

there has been a particular spate of elections, 
or maybe we've just been overenthusiastic ~ 
about reporting them. Anyway, the beginning - 
is here as usual; and the Roundup is | 
continued on p31 in our usual Factfile slot. © 
Apologies to Factfile fans for using its space - 
itil be back in Ch10. 

Sweden proved immune to the so-called 
"Europe-wide swing to the right": the ruling 
Social-Democrats achieved a convincing ~ 
victory in general elections and will govern — 
alongside the smaller Left and Green parties. — 
The centre-right Moderate Party collapsed to 
around 15%, its worst showing ever; but the — 
xenophobic Liberals increased their support | 
to 13%. Germany's elections also resulted in 
a victory for the coalition of Social-Democrats ~ 
and Greens which has held power since ~ 
1998, although with a reduced parliamentary 
majority. The Social-Democrats entered the — 
race behind in the polls, but regained support — 
after pledging not to participate in any US | 
attack on Iraq. The Party of Democratic 
Socialism - heir to the German Democratic 
Republic's ruling Socialist Unity Party - | 
proved a victim of the "5% barrier". Having - 
won 5.1% in 1998, the PDS slipped just below - 
the barrier and lost all but 2 of its 36 seats. 
17% of voters in the former GDR backed the 
PDS. A social-democratic government was | 
also elected in the former Yugoslav republic of 
Macedonia; but the situation was different in — 
Serbia, where only 45% of the electorate took 
part in a presidential election. Under the — 
country's constitution the result was therefore 
invalidated, and the election was rerun. Once — 
again, fewer than 50% of eligible voters took 
part; when Challenge went to press it was 
unclear whether the country's authorities © 
would try for a third time. Slovakia wenttothe — 
polls in parliamentary elections: the most 
successful party was the Movement for a 
Democratic Slovakia, an anti-EU grouping, 
but it failed to win enough support to govern. | 
Instead the country will be run by a coalition of 
four right-wing pro-EU parties, of which the - 
biggest is the Slovak Democratic and 
Christian Union. The Party of Democratic Left 
plummeted out of parliament altogether; but - 
the Communist Party of Slovakia increased 
its support to 6.2% and won 11 seats out of 
150. It's the first time the CP has won - 
parliamentary representation since 1989. - 
Nagormy Qarabagh, a breakaway republic 
within Azerbaijan, held presidential elections 
which the Azerbaijani authorities refused to 
recognize. The sitting president, a nationalist, 
emerged with 89% of the vote.
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 lraq: the story of a ‘changed regime' 

Ed Griffiths 

You hear a lot these days about ‘régime change’ as a justification for 
invading Iraq. Of course, under international law ‘régime change’ is 
simply unprovoked aggression; but the US rhetoric becomes all the 
more hypocritical when you examine Iraq's history in the 20th 
century. It turns out that US-directed ‘régime change’ has been 
instrumental in bringing the country to the state itis now in. The grim 
Story starts in 1932, when Iraq became (nominally) independent 
from the British Empire. Colonial rule had been brutal: Winston 
Churchill summed up Britain's attitude to governing Iraq when he 
said that "I do not understand this squeamishness about the use of 
gas. | am strongly in favour of using poisoned gas against uncivilized 
tribes [He meant the Kurds - E.G]." The new Iraqi government was 
a monarchy, headed by a king hand-picked by Britain and trusted to 
safeguard the interests of British capital in the region. By the 1950s 
the situation had become unendurable to most of the country's 
People. The monarchist government was authoritarian and corrupt, 
and living standards were pitifully low. In 1958, popular feeling 
against the government came to a head in a revolution led by 

Brigadier Abd al-Karim Kassim. Kassim was inspired by the example 
of Egypt, which had experienced a revolution in 1952 and four years 
later defeated a joint British, French and Israeli attempt to invade in 
defence of colonial interests (the so-called Suez Crisis). And he was 
prepared to work alongside the Iraqi Communist Party (cP), 
founded in 1934 and perhaps the most popular political force in the 
country. Nikita Khrushchev, then Premier of the Soviet Union, gave 
the Iraqi Revolution a warmwelcome, Speaking of the "revolutionary 
events ... which left the Baghdad Pact [a Middle Eastern version of 
Nato, run by the USA - E.G.] without Baghdad" and brought down "a 
traitor king and a corrupt government obedient to the will and 
directives of foreign monopolies". Only eight days after the 
Revolution, Khrushchev delivered a speech in which he pledged 
Soviet support for the new Republic on the basis of non-interference 
in Iraq's internal affairs: 

"How they will order their life afterwards is their own affair. We greet 
them as they are today - fighters against colonialism, against 
imperialism, who demand that the jackboots of the alien invader 
should not trample upon their soil." 

The West's response to the Revolution was very different. The 
Kassim government opened diplomatic relations with the socialist 
countries and broke off Iraq's previous alliance with the US. It talked 
of land reform and even nationalization. The privileged position of 
the oil monopolies in the country seemed under threat. Time for 
‘régime change’. 

The first try took the form of an assassination attempt directed 
against Kassim. it failed, butit has subsequently become the subject 
of numerous heroic dramas in modem Iraq - chiefly because one of 
the Prime Minister's would-be killers was a young man named 

   

      Saddam Hussein. Like the others, he was a member of a political 
organization called the Ba'th Party. Originally founded by a Syrian 
Christian named Michel Aflaq, and influenced by philosophers as 
diverse as Nietzsche, Bergson and Tolstoy, the Ba'th 
(Resurrection") movement was to become an important force in 
Arab politics - and the chosen instrument for ‘régime change’ in 
Iraq. Aflaq took a leftish position on economic questions, but the 
initial focus of Ba'thism was as much cultural as political: the Ba'th 
Party aimed to unite and purify the Arab world, seen as a single 
nation with an ‘eternal message’ (the ‘Arab Spirit’) comparable to 
Hegel's ‘absolute idea’ (See Back to Basics: Materialism in Ch8). 
Ba'thism as a philosophical system was unashamedly spiritualist, 
idealist and subjective; and Afiaq’s political Pronouncements were 
often mystical to the point of obscurity (‘We represent the whole 
nationalism expressive of the personality against verbal 
nationalism, which is in conflict with the totality of conduct’). By 
emphasising the call for "a purifying and spiritual action, not 
religious but moral”, Aflag declared his hostility both to political 
'slam and to "materialist Communism". The Ba'thists denounced 

Western imperialism and put forward a socialist economic 
Programme, but Afiag condemned “artificial progressivism" as well 
as “dead reaction” and wamed that "Communist Parties will be 

banned and suppressed with the utmost severity in any country 
where the Ba'th Party comes to power". Ba'thismin its original form 
did not represent any coherent class interest: rather, it was an 

eclectic ideology of the kind which tends to emerge in societies on 
the margin of the capitalist world economy. There is a clear paralle! 
with the ‘Slavophile' movement in late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century Russia. Like the Ba'thists, Slavophiles regarded 
the nation as the bearer of a spiritual mission which ran counter to 
Western capitalism - an idea which is found, for instance, in the 
novels of Fedor Dostoevsky, a prominent fight-wing Slavophile. 
There was never a ‘Slavophile Party’, and the practical political 
views of the movement ranged from extreme right (uncritical 

Support for the tsarist government) to extreme left (anarcho- 

communism with terrorist methods). After the October Revolution, 
former Slavophiles fought on both sides in the civil war; and the 
tadical Slavophiles of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party's left wing 
even briefly participated in a coalition government with the



Bolsheviks. Similarly, the Ba'th Party split when confronted with the 

realities of modern politics. The left of the Ba'th was prepared to 

compromise with "godless" communism in the interests of its 

socialist and anti-colonial project (a Ba'th-communist coalition still 

holds power in Syria). The wing of Ba'thism to which Kassim's 

failed assassins belonged was not. 

Instead, they sought an alliance with those who had lost out under 

the revolutionary government: the landowners and big capitalists 

within Iraq, and outside it the CIA - which was now on the lookout 

for allies to help bring about ‘régime change’. Kassim was facing 

mounting difficulties, provoked in part by his determination to limit 

the ICP’s participation in government. He imposed restrictions on 

the left-wing press and on communist activity in the trade unions - 

and the result was to weaken and divide the revolutionary forces 

within the country. But he remained unpalatable to the United 

States. Early in 1963 he announced that he was forming a publicly- 

owned oil enterprise to drill in oilfields seized from foreign 

companies. A few days later he got a note from the US State 

Department, threatening dire consequences if he didn't back off. 

He pressed ahead. He even publicized the note in an interview with 

the French newspaper Le Monde. And four days later ‘régime 

change' struck. The revolutionary government was deposed in a 

military coup, and an eighteen-member junta was installed. 

Sixteen of its members belonged to the Ba'th Party. The new 

government embarked on a blood-soaked campaign of revenge: 

Kassim was killed, along with an estimated 5,000 members of the 

ICP and an unknown number of people suspected of involvement 

with the Iraqi Women's League or the General Union of Students of 

the Iraqi Republic. Many were tortured. According to credible 

reports (including one which cites the King of Jordan), the Ba'thist 

junta received lists of left-wingers’ names and addresses from the 

CIA itself. 

After only nine months the Ba'thists were toppled in another 

military coup. The new government began with left-wing rhetoric, 

but quickly crumbled into an unstable situation characterized by 

tival military factions and a general willingness to capitulate to 

foreign oil interests. In 1968 yet another coup brought the Ba'th 

Party back to power, this time headed by General Ahmad Hasan al- 

Bakr. The new government began according to pian, with mass- 

scale execution of political opponents welcomed both by the US 

and by the shadowy figure of Michel Aflaq. But the early 1970s saw 

al-Bakr forced to tack left on a number of fronts. The Iraq Petroleum 

Company was nationalized, and the ICP (after another wave of 

repressions) legalized. The new Ba'thist government even signed 

a friendship treaty with the Soviet Union. It was starting to look as 

though ‘régime change’ might have to be on the agenda again. But 

the US was fortunate: at least one member of the junta (now calling 

itself the "Revolutionary Command Council") was unlikely to let 

things get out of hand. This was Saddam Hussein, now advanced 

to the vice-presidency of the RCC - partly because he, like al-Bakr, 

was from the Tikrit district of the country. He slowly transferred 

power from al-Bakr's hands into his own. In 1978 the ICP faced a 

renewed and massive campaign of torture and execution. The 

following year it was announced that al-Bakr was unable to 

continue as President (the reason given was that he was in “poor 

health"), and that Saddam Hussein was taking over. The Ba'thist 

leadership was purged, and many of the party's left-wingers were 

executed on the charge that they were "Syrian agents”. 

This creeping ‘régime change’ came atjustthe right moment for the 

US. 1979 was also the year in which the Shah (emperor) of Iran, 

one of Washington's closest allies in the Middie East, was hurled 

from office by the Islamic Revolution. The revolution seemed to 

come as a complete surprise to the USA - there is a story that the 

CIA had no-one in the country who could speak Persian, because 

“everyone who mattered” in Iran under the Shah spoke French. It 

turned out that wasn't quite true. In any case, one of the main 

powers in the region was suddenly under the control of the 

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, an aging radical who had declared 

the year before that his top three enemies were "First, the Shah; 

then the American Satan; then Saddam Hussein and his infidel 

Ba'th Party.” The ‘Satan’ badly needed Middle Eastem friends: and 

Iraq, now firmly in the grip of Saddam Hussein and other Tikriti 

members of the Ba'th Party's right wing, was ideally placed. in 1980 

it declared war on Iran. 

The war was to continue for eight years, and to cost the two 

countries over a million casualties. Iraq, with its much smaller 

population, became increasingly reliant on weapons sold by the 

US. And the US was glad to sell. in 1984, when Iraq first made use 

of chemical weapons against Iranian troops, none other than 

Donald Rumsfeld was in Baghdad pitching further arms exports. 

This continued a relationship between Saddam and the arms 

dealers of the West which went back to the 1970s. As vice- 

president he had met with Jacques Chirac, then Prime Minister of 

France and now its President, and agreed a deal which Chirac 

called “a veritable bonanza" and Saddam called “the first concrete 

step towards the production of the Arab atomic weapon”. (Few 

successful further steps were taken.) In 1988 Saddam deployed 

poison gas against the Kurdish population of Halabja in northern 

{raq - an action Winston ‘Churchill would doubtless have 

applauded. The US and Britain, anyway, said little about it either 

way. They just kept shipping the arms. If Iraq still has a handful of 

“weapons of mass destruction” left over, then this is where it got 

them. 
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 Saddam's internal policies during this period were also to the 

West's liking. He slaughtered countless numbers of his political 

opponents, many of them communists, and while he was at it he 

privatized well over $2bn worth of previously nationalized property. 

The last vestiges of the Ba'th Party's "socialism" were eliminated; 

Saddam even decreed that it was no longer a crime for Iraqi mento 

kill female relatives. But the alliance with the West was not to last. 

iraq, starved of resources by eight years of war, was suffering from 

low oil prices on the world markets. Saddam blamed the US's 

puppet sheikhdom of Kuwait: he accused it of exceeding its quota 

of oil production, and thus driving prices down. It seems he 

believed that the US would regard the tiny but oil-rich state as a fair 

reward to Iraq for services rendered in its war with Iran. And he had 

some reason. The US administration, headed by former CIA chief 

and then vice-president George Bush (this was George Bush the 

First), had hinted that it wouldn't stand in the way. April Glaspie, the 

US ambassador in Baghdad, even told Saddam: 

“| admire your extraordinary efforts to rebuild your country. | know 

you need funds. We understand that, and our opinion is that you 

should have the opportunity to rebuild your country. Butwe have no 

opinion on Arab-Arab conflicts like your border disagreement with 

Kuwait." 

The Ba'thist leader took this as a “green light" for an all-out 

invasion. But this time “The Leader with a Strategic Mind and 

Precise Calculations” had miscalculated. Washington might have 

been prepared to swallow a partial occupation, extending Iraq's 

coastline but leaving part of Kuwait intact; it was not going to put up 

with Iraq grabbing the lot. After all, the US and its allies (Britain chief 

among them) were not at all unhappy with Kuwait pushing the price 

of oil down. The Gulf War which followed turned into a massacre of 

lraqi conscript soldiers, many of whom were shot, bombed or 

buried alive as they fled or tried to surrender. The US government 

tried to sack Beth Osborne Daponte, a demographer working at its 

own Census Bureau, for publishing an estimate that 158,000 Iraqis 

were killed - and that half of them were women and children. Other 

estimates range from 90,000 (the British government figure, which 

does not include civilians) to over 300,000. 

But Bush did not go for a ‘régime change’ this time. The Ba'th Party 

was still the best guarantee against the threat of socialist and / or 

Islamic revolution in Iraq. Instead, the US and Britain continued to 

impose crippling economic sanctions against Iraq, which remain in 

force today. Reports from the Red Cross-Red Crescent speak of 

5,000 children under the age of five killed per month by sanctions, 

and the total death toll has been placed between one and two 

million. (See A letter from Baghdad in Ch8 for an account of life 

under sanctions). Of all the Iraqis who have died of hunger or of 

easily preventable disease since the end of the Gulf War, it's safe to 

say that not one has been a member of the Ba'th Party leadership 

or the Tikriti élite. The sanctions have in fact strengthened 

Saddam's position: with all food supplies closely rationed under 

central government control, the power of the Ba'thist state over its 

citizens’ lives has been dramatically extended. It is also likely that 

the perception of extemal siege has boosted the prestige of what 

remains a brutal and anti-people government. The sanctions have 

also benefited the US directly: Iraq has signed a series of oil deals 

with French and Russian firms over the course of the 1990s, and 

the embargo has kept that oil off the market - thus boosting the 

market share of US and British companies. 

Now George Bush the Second feels strong enough to get rid of 

Saddam Hussein (and, with him, the deals he's signed with 

competitors). The Iraqi people already know well enough what kind 

of régime change’ he’s likely to carry out. Washington will never 

create a government which genuinely represents the people of the 

country - if only because the first thing such a government would do 

would probably be to put both Saddam Hussein and Bush the First 

on trial for crimes against humanity. Instead, the US has been 

cobbling together a fake ‘opposition’ composed largely of former 

Ba'thist and military leaders who happen to have fallen out with 

Saddam along the way. The most notorious are Wafiq Sammarai, a 

former head of Saddam's military intelligence, and General Nizar 

al-Khazraji, chief of staff until 1991 and the man who planned the 

1988 gassing of Halabja. These seem to be being groomed to hold 
the real power, with Ahmad al-Chalabi (a banker and former 

monarchist) and Sharif Ali ibn al-Husayn (the cousin of the 

deposed king) set up to act as the more presentable public face of 

the freshly ‘changed régime’. It doesn't look like a recipe for 

democracy in Iraq: more like the status quo with a more obedient 

tyrant on top. 

The authentic Iraqi opposition has emphatically rejected the idea 

of another US-imposed ‘régime change’. The main anti- 

government parties operating inside the country, including the ICP 

and the biggest Islamic party, have come together in an 

unprecedented united front. The opposition, rather than the 

Ba'thist dictatorship or the pro-Bush generals, has a claim to speak 

for the Iraqi people. And its message is loud and clear. It opposes. 

economic sanctions (although it argues that strictly military 

sanctions should be maintained as long as the present régime is in 

power), and it is irreconcilably opposed to any foreign invasion. 

(See the communiqué from the General Union of Students of the 

Iraqi Republic on page 11 of this issue.) Anyone who wants to 

demonstrate real solidarity with the people of Iraq should begin by 

listening to this message, rather than accepting Washington's 

hypocritical chatter about wanting to see democracy triumph. Real 

tégime change, rather than the cosmetic reshuffle offered by Bush, 

can only be achieved by the Iraqi people themselves. 

 



A Bright Future? 

Report from TUC 2002 

In line with our decision to increase 

Challenge's industrial coverage, we asked Ben 

Stevenson to write a report on the 2002 Trade 

Union Congress, which he attended to sell 

Challenge. Readers are advised also to read the 

review (p.30) of Andrew Murray's recent 

pamphlet Defeat New Labour, unite the labour 

movement - and the pamphlet itself of course. 

It may not be how the world has come to think of 

Britain's trade unions, but two things will perhaps 

strike the first time visitor to the annual congress of 

the trade unions, the TUC; at least based on my 

attendance as a visitor to sell Challenge and 

generally help with the presence of the Communists 

at the TUC held in Blackpool in September. 

Firstly, trade unionists are revolting (no this isn’t 

a column for the Daily Mail!). Over the past few 

years, union after union has seen left-wing leaders 

increasingly being elected in postal ballots of their 

members. Clearly something is afoot when ordinary 

workers are given a chance to choose between 

those who would toe the line of Blair and.Co. and 

those who want to lead a fighting union. Anybody 

who has been reading the Morning Star of late 

cannot fail to see that, nearly on a daily basis, there 

are reports of these leaders fighting back. Whether 

it's the ballot for strike action by the fire fighters, the 

strike by ASLEF’s train drivers in First North 

Westem, tube workers of both ASLEF and RMT, or 

even opposing Blair’s imperialist stance on Iraq, the 

trade unions are notably making a difference. 

Labelled the “Awkward Squad” by the media and the 

Blairite camp, these new trade union leaders 

represent people who are more interested in serving 

their members and humanity in general than in just 

appeasing 10 Downing Street. 

This crop of new leaders - Derek Simpson 

(engineers' union amicus BAEEU), Mick Rix (train 

drivers’ union ASLEF), Bob Crow (rail workers’ and 
seafarers’ union RMT), Paul Mackney (college 

lecturers, NATFHE), Mark Serwotka (civil service, 

PCS), Tony Woodley (Bill Morris’ deputy at the 

T&G), Billy Hayes (post and communications, 

CWw), Jeremy Dear (journalists, NUJ) and many 

others - emerged at this TUC as a solid phalanx 

by Ben Stevenson 

  

  
determined to push the traditionally staid TUC 

into action. 

Their speeches were enthusiastically 

supported by the mass of delegates, many of 
whom were forced to vote en bloc by the line set 

down by their union beforehand. Every key 

issue showed the Congress to be moving 

strongly to the left. PFI and all forms of 

privatization were. rejected, campaigning 

against anti-union laws was endorsed, backing 

was given for unions that expel fascists. Most of 

the debate and most of the motions passed 

indicate that New Labour can no longer rely on 

the trade unions to slavishly back their arrogant 

refusal to act in the interests of ordinary people. 

The debate on The War Against Terrorism 

(TWAT!) revealed that few trade unionists are 

convinced by Bush’s drive to boost US 

imperialism. Roger Lyons (general secretary of 

the technicians’ and finance staff union amicus- 

MSF) eared more than just a few boos when 

he described the anti-war amendment as 

coming straight from Baghdad Trades Council. 
In his speech he presented a pro-Israeli stance 

and continually tried to link anti-war delegates 

to support for Saddam Hussein. Even so, a 

threadbare unity around a long, rambling 

statement was achieved. The core of this was 

an endorsement of war, if the United Nations 

sanctioned it. A more outright condemnation of 

war (the TSSACsalaried rail staffCamendment) 

was won on a show of hands according to chair 

of the TUC, Tony Young, but when a card vote 

was Called the amendment was rejected by a 

vote of 3 to 2, which is still narrow by TUC 

standards. 

It is perhaps interesting to note that the 

debate on Iraq was held on the day before Tony 

Blair’s speech to Congress, perhaps to help 

save his blushes. He was at this point still 
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recovering from being ‘ambushed’ by Robert Mugabe 

and other African leaders at the Earth Summit in 

Johannesburg and accused of British colonialism. Mr 

Blair obviously couldn’t handle being criticised by trade 

unions and International leaders face to face in the 

space of a fortnight. During his speech Blair was 

confronted with many people on the floor, in the 

galleries and even on the platform wearing T-shirts in 

support of the FBU, the 'keep public services public’ 

UNISON T-shirts and even the 'wreckers' T-shirts of the 

GMB (asking who are the real wreckers, big business or 

our public servants). Despite this, and numerous 

instances of heckling, he still pressed home the 

importance of ‘public-private partnership’ and his fast- 

failing PFI scheme. When he continued by spouting 

propaganda that came straight from the White House, 

and made an analogy between Saddam and Hitler, 

sections of the crowd were less than pleased. 

His failure to address the problems in Israel, when 

we had heard an emotional speech by the president of 

the Palestinian trade union federation only the moming 

before, only further served to highlight the hypocrisy of 

Downing Street. He received a less than luke-warm 

reception at the end of his speech with approximately 3 

of the delegates giving him a standing ovation, some 

clapping mildly or standing politely -more out of respect 

for the position he holds as leader of the Labour Party 

than respect for the man. Most importantly though, the 

majority of delegates sat on their hands as a show of 

defiance towards his address. What this shows is that 

Blair is fast losing respect and support in the trade 

unions. The attendance of trade unions at the more than 

400,000-strong Stop the War demo on September 28, 

and the fact that train drivers, college lecturers, tube 

workers, firefighters and many others are striking in an 

attempt to get a decent level of pay, means that trade 

unions are beginning to fill the void of opposition to 

Blair's policies. 

By contrast with Blair's reception at the TUC, Mary 

Tumer, President of the GMB (a general union 

encompassing production, trade and services workers), 

received a standing ovation from the whole of congress 

when she unveiled her T-shirt, Superman style, saying 

that if those unionists who seek to serve their members 

are labelled “wreckers” then she was proud to be a 

wrecker. She finished by saying that she wouldn't piss 

on PFI if it was on fire, much to the delight of the crowd. 

Even Charles Kennedy, the first leader of the Liberal 

Democrats to address congress in modem times, 

probably since the 19th century, received a better 

reception than Blair. Whilst Blair talked of Public-Private 

Partnership, Kennedy spoke about the importance of 

   
   

    

  

   

  

   

      

   

  

   

  

   

   

   

          

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

   
   

  

   

  

   

  

   
   

  

   

trade unions and helping our ‘Public Servants’. I’m sui 

he will have gained a lot of respect from some tradi 

unionists, as at times he seems to be the most left wi 

mainstream leader at the moment. Well, maybe not 

but when the leader of the Liberals talks abo 

American Imperialism, it makes you wonder! (Not fo 

very long. - Ed.) 

In a similar vein, a weak unity on the Euro wa 

reached on the basis of the achievement of the fi 

economic tests set by the Chancellor as the signal fo 

this. However, many delegates who stood to spea 

called on the TUC to impose their own tests to ensu 

that all things European helped the workers and not ju 

the bosses. But some still want a quick entry, whils 

others seem more and more sceptical. 

The second big observation | made was the strong 

and positive presence that was conveyed by thé 

communists. The party produced a free daily four-pag 

bulletin, Unity - in itself a considerable feat. Delegate 

were obviously interested in the way this gave the: 

guidance on back-room manoeuvring and took th 

copies offered to them in a friendly manner. The YC 

even got a mention in an article describing how w 

have really got our act together recently. The Party’ 

comeback was covered in an article in the Ne 

Statesman, although this displayed a; lack 

knowledge of the international communist moveme' 

when it claimed that we are the ‘only’ European count 

to have a party with this name! Sales of the Mornin 

Star were high, with over 800 being distributed free 

courtesy of public services union UNISON on the firs” 

day. Party members were obviously playing a centra 

réle in the attempts to get left unity, and all of the ne 

crop of militant trade union leaders, have sho 

themselves to be open and friendly to us (some of the 

are even former YCL members). 

Nearly 30 years ago, the TUC set up its own youtl 

TUC. The main organisation campaigning for this baci 

then was the YCL. This coming February the Yout 

TUC will be convened once again. Anyone who is like 

to be involved should get in touch with Challenge 

Maybe it’s time for the YCL to be visible at the YTUC a 

the CPB was at the TUC? Trade Union activists unde 

the age of 27 now have a range of youth structures 

the unions. GMB, T&G, UNISON and many othe! 

have youth committees or conferences. Unio 

definitely want to reach out to young people. Now if 

surely the time to rebuild and reinvigorate the Briti 

young workers’ trade union movement.



  

Privatised Exam Boards Ate my Future 

by Tom Hart 

Every summer thousands of British students all over the 

country go through the same agonizing process - the public 

examination. From GCSEs to AS to A-levels these tests 

determine a pupil’s future at school, university, college and in the 

job market. There are always some students who do not attain 

the grades they hoped that they could achieve. This can be 

attributed to a number of factors, from poorly-funded schools 

and overcrowded classes to the disruption caused at home by 

unemployment. Quite rightly such pupils are not ignored. The 

response of most teachers to poor grades is a re-doubling of 

efforts in the classroom in an attempt to steer their charges onto 

success. This is not to say there are not people who fail in the 

examination system - for there are. They are called the exam 

boards. 

| write from bitter experience. For the past couple of years | 

have read, watched and listened to tales of exam board mix-ups, 

paying such events only casual attention. This summer it was my 

turn. Over the month following the publication of A-level results 

nation-wide it transpired, to my growing horror, that | and my 

comrades at school were victims of the OCR coursework 

scandal. This involved giving A-U grades in an arbitrary manner, 

ignoring the original mark given by teachers for the coursework 

module. OCR’s motivation for this action was to "demonstrate" 

that exams are not getting easier by causing a number of 

students to achieve lower than expected grades. For students 

like myself this meant rejection from the university of first choice 

and an involuntary gap year. Thus a number of burdens, financial 

and otherwise, have been placed on students such as myself. 

For students able to attend their first choice university despite 

the coursework mark there is the disappointment of seeing 

something they put a lot of work into tubbished. Doubly crushing 

is the fact that exam boards design coursework specifically to 

encourage students to research an area they enjoy or are 

interested in as a specialist area. Thus the students’ enjoyment 

and confidence of academic subjects is damaged. 

Inacase such as this itis the duty of the YCL to analyse and 

react. | hope that the following will contribute to a Marxist 

understanding of the British examining system. 

There has never been a centralized and nationalized 

examining system in Britain. Rather there is a patchwork of 

government-licensed private enterprises, each operating virtual 

monopolies within their areas. Historically exam boards were 

limited to geographical areas, for example the Southern 

Examining Group (SEG). Boards also related to university towns 

where local expertise could be utilized, the obvious example 

being Oxford and Cambridge (OCR). 

The resulting lack of standardization across the country is of 

interest. During the 1970s schools in the north of England 

regularly tested the boards by using one board for a proportion of 

the students and a different board for the remainder. Pupils of 

equal ability often had results differing by up to three 

grades depending upon the exam board. This can only 

lead us to question the actual value of the qualifications 

awarded. During the 1980s attempts were made to 

reform the system along neoliberal lines: pseudo- 

markets were established (similar to the dreaded 

internal market in the NHS). The result was a series of é 

exam board mergers, increased competition and 

pressure to perform to government expectations. Every 

merger meant a change of syllabus and procedure 

causing disruption and unnecessary bureaucracy for 

teachers. é 

There is clearly a direct contradiction between the 

interests of the exam boards in making a profit and the 

interest of students. There is huge pressure to mark 

papers at top speed at the lowest price. Markers are 

paid £2.60 per paper and are usually sent 80 in a 

bundle. Thus they must work as quickly as possible 

when marking, increasing the risk of mistakes. In 

addition, if the papers are not completed by a certain 

date the marker receives no money. Exam boards such 

as OCR and Edexcel fail to plan ahead. Often these 

boards find themselves short of examiners due to 

ambitious projects aimed at increasing the numbers ; 

sitting that board’s exams and bringing in the associated 

cash. 

A solution could be a centralized and nationalized 

exam board, although special boards must be formed 

for Scotland and Wales (accountable to the democratic — 

structures in those nations) in order to take account of 

language differences and differences in the 

qualifications awarded. Markers must be paid a decent 

wage for the work done, and adequate provision must 7 

be made for the marking of papers. Universal standards 

must be established - there must be no more ‘hard’ or 

‘soft’ marking boards. A national board must be 

supervised by a committee of MPs who are genuinely 

accountable to the people of Britain, and in addition 

teaching unions and youth organizations must be able 

to take an active part in such a committee. Such reforms 

can only be achieved in the context of a progressive 

goverment prepared to fight the interests of private 

capital. 

Edexcel 
Sucrexs through eecalficabaes 
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Challenge is delighted to be able 
to publish this communiqué issued 
by the General Union of Students in 
the Iraqi Republic. GUSIR is an 
underground democratic student 
union, andCmore than any other 
organizationChas a legitimate right 
to speak as the representative of 
Iraq's students. This document 
reports on the recent Congress of 
GUSIR, held in Iraqi Kurdistan in 
September 2002. ' 

Communiqué 

The General Union of Students in the 
Iraqi Republic (GUSIR) held its fifth 
congress on Iraqi soil on the 12th 
September 2002 under the slogan “For 
the consolidation of our working union, 
for the re-establishment of students’ 
rights and academic freedom.” 

At the opening session, delegates 
representing GUSIR organizations at 
home, in lraqi Kurdistan and abroad 
paid homage to martyrs of the union 
and of the Iraqi patriotic movement as a 
whole. The Executive Committee put 
forward political, campaigning and 
financial reports for endorsement. 
Amendments to the internal 
constitution of the union were also 
proposed. 

Congress discussion centred on the 
following themes as the basis for the 
union’s programme of work. Congress 
focused its particular attention on the 
steadily worsening condition of the 
education system as a result of the 
disastrous policies of Saddam's 
dictatorship and the impact of the 
sanctions imposed on the Iraqi people. 
Congress also pointed to the régime=s 
drive to militarize the whole education 
system. These extreme policies have 

. Iraqi students speak out 

led to severe cuts in the state funding 
for schools, colleges and universities. 
Saddam’s' régime’ has __ turned 
education into a commodity only 
available to the wealthy and cronies of 
the régime. 

Interventions by delegates also 
pointed out the deliberate attempt by 
the régime to ignore essential 
maintenance of schools, colleges and 
universities. The régime has also been 
responsible for the deterioration of the 
educational curriculum and has 
willfully neglected the living standards 
of all academic staff. Consequently 
exam results have reached a record 
low and thus many students have 
abandoned their studies altogether. As 
a consequence illiteracy has returned 
to Iraq and is taking hold at an alarming 
rate. 

In discussing the political report, 
Congress emphasized the present 
deepening crisis in the educational 
sphere, which has become entirely 
subservient to the will of Saddam’s 
dictatorship. The régime has 
deliberately adopted policies of 
segregation and repression against 
the majority of the Iraqi people. 
Congress emphasized that stopping 
these dangerous developments was 
entirely dependant on the removal of 
the dictatorship and the end of one 
man’s despotic rule. Delegates called 
for the establishment of a democratic 
Iraq that respects and guarantees 
human rights. 

In order to achieve democracy, 
GUSIR reiterated its readiness to 
intensify its struggle and students’ 
resistance against Saddam and his 
puppet student union. Congress 
exposed the real nature of the two 
education ministries as an extension of 
state-sponsored violence against  



students and not as entities that can 

romote and defend students’ needs and 

aspirations. 

Students have a fundamental right to 

form their own democratic and 

independent union and to strive for a 

better life. Both fundamental rights have 

‘been violated for the last 34 years by 

Saddam’s regime using all methods of 

violence and repression and, as a 

consequence, students’ activities have 

been controlled by the régime and its 

bogus student union. 

Today the aspirations of all Iraqi 

students are channelled into the removal 

of Saddam's régime and the 

establishment of a free and democratic 

Iraq. This cannot be separated however, 

from the overall struggle of the Iraqi 

people. GUSIR’s struggle is 

fundamentally linked to that of all patriotic 

Iraqi opposition forces. 

Congress also paid special attention to 

the present internal political 

developments in our country and foreign 

intervention against Saddam. Congress 

emphasized its opposition to war and 

invasion. In this context, Congress 

reiterated GUSIR's and the mass of Iraqi 

students’ readiness to enter the final fight 

_ against Saddam’s régime, joining hands 

with other Iraqi progressive and 

democratic forces. 

Congress therefore called upon all Iraqi 

opposition forces to unite and to acquire 

genuine international support in order to 

help the Iraqi people in their fight to 

overthrow Saddam’s régime and to 

establish a federal and a democratic Iraq. 

Congress firmly rejected the war option, 

as it will increase people’s suffering. 

In discussing the campaining report, 

delegates reiterated the heroic réle 

played by members of our union since the 

fifth general assembly of GUSIR, held in 
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1998. Union members have continued © 

their just struggle deep inside Iraq despite e 

the régime intensifying its methods of - 
violence and repression against students. 

Delegates also pointed out some of the c 

difficulties and problems facing our union. © 

In this context, delegates put forward many ~ 

resolutions and recommendations for the - 

next phase of GUSIR’s work. 

In discussing the financial report, : 

Congress emphasized its commitment to — 

increase its financial revenue. 

Delegates debated the union's intemal _ 
constitution and afterwards recommended | 
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that the new Executive Committee should — 

put the constitution forward for general 

discussion in the union’s paper and to | 

other specialized bodies before presenting _ 

it to the next central meeting of GUSIR to — 
be approved and adopted. 

Congress agreed several resolutions, 

recommendations and greetings. Special 

tribute was paid to GUSIR prisoners and ‘ 

other political detainees who have fought — 

against the dictatorship inside Iraq. 

Congress also passed a resolution | 

declaring its support for the students and © 

people of Palestine as they continue their — 

just fight for the establishment of a. 

sovereign Palestinian state with © 

Jerusalem as its capital. ‘ 

Proceedings concluded with the © 

election of anew Executive Committee. 

42 September 2002 
Erbil, Iraqi Kurdistan
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No justice in the occupier's 
co U rtroo mM Costas Pateras reports on the ‘trial’ of Marwan 

Barghouthi 

“The lack of Israeli security is bom of the lack of 

Palestinian freedom. Israel will have security only 

after the end of occupation, not before. Once 

Israel and the rest of the world understand this 

fundamental truth, the way forward becomes 

clear: End the occupation, allow the Palestinians 

to live in freedom and let the independent and 

equal neighbours of lsrael and Palestine negotiate 

a peaceful future with close economic and cultural 

ties." 
(Opinion column in the Washington Post, 

January 15, 2002) 

On April 15th, 2002, Marwan Barghouthi was 

apprehended by the Israeli army in Ramallah. He 

has been detained since then with little access to 
his lawyers, and subject to physical and 

psychological humiliation and torture. He has 

been charged with responsibility for several 

suicide bombings. These charges are spurious, as 

the Isreali government well knows - the 
responsibility for these atrocities lies at the door of 

Hamas, a group secretly sponsored in the 1980s 

by Mossad and the Israeli military in order to try 

and break the hegemony of the secular and 

progressive PLO.This ruse failed. The attempt is 

now being made, through an overtly political trial, 
to discredit and isolate the PLO and in particular 

the most progressive elements in its leadership. 

The thinking seems to be that Arafat will not last 

forever - and that they would prefer a more pliant 

and subservient replacement like the disgraced 

PA security chief Jibril Rajoub. Marwan 

Barghouthi would be a nightmare for the Israeli 

government,a__ left-wing nationalist who is 

extremely popular and a vocal advocate of a just 

two-state solution but who understood that 

Netanyahu and Barak's commitment to extending 

the settlements castrated the Oslo accords. This 
would give the lie to the propaganda that all 

Palestinians are bloodthirsty terrorists who want to 

destroy Israel; it would also be a barrier against 

Israel's colonial designs on the occupied 

terrorities. 

It is obvious that General Sharon has not 

studied the history of liberation movements 

closely enough. These tactics have been used 

  

against the forces of progress before and have 

backfired - one thinks of the Rivonia or Moncada 

trials. History did not absolve the corrupt regimes 

of Batista's Cuba and apartheid South Africa. 

Already the Barghouthi case is becoming a source 

of concern for the Likud government . The illegality 

of the proceedings has been exposed on two 

counts. 

According to the Oslo Accords, Annex Ill , 

Article |: 
1. The criminal jurisdiction of the Palestinian 

Authority covers alloffenses committed in the 

areas under its territorial jurisdiction.[Y] 

§. In the case of an offense committed in the 

Territory by a non-lsraeli against Israel or an 

Israeli, the Palestinian Authority shall take 

measures to investigate and prosecute the case, 

and shall report to Israel on the result of the 

investigation and any legal proceedings. 

So, if Israel is accusing Marwan Barghouthi of 

an offense committed while he is living in 

Ramallah, it has no legal jurisdiction over him. In 

view of this, some legal experts regard Israel's 

apprehension of Barghouthi as an act of hostage- 

taking, or abduction, both illegal under 

international law. In addition Barghouthi is an 

elected member of the Palestinian Legislative  



Council (parliament), and is therefore entitled to 

parliamentary immunity, which Israel has 

infringed upon in this case. 

Even more seriously, the trial has served to 

mobilize progressive opinion inside and outside 

Israel. Nelson Mandela declared his support for 

the accused Palestinian leader and stated: "What 

is happening to Barghouthi is exactly the same as 

what happened to me. The government tried to 

de-legitimize the African National Congress and 

its armed struggle by putting me on trial." Inside 
Israel, left-wing parties such as HADASH and 

Meretz have given their support to the "Free 

Barghouthi" campaign (both have representation 

in the Knesset). Veteran leader of the Warsaw 

ghetto uprising Marek Edelman has sent an open 

letter of support comparing the struggle of the 

Palestinians to that of the anti-fascists in Warsaw. 

Even more embarrassingly for the Israeli 

government, Professor Yeshayahu Leibowitz's 

grandson stole the show in the courtroom. 

Attorney Shamai Leibowitz depicted Barghouthi 

as a freedom fighter and compared himto Moses. 

  

“Moses escaped to Midian after killing the 

Egyptian because he knew the occupied could 

not get justice in the occupier's courtroom," said 

Leibowitz. "On the other hand, Pharaoh did not 

put him on trial because he understood that he did 
not have the authority to judge the leader of a 

people seeking their freedom." 

The kippa-clad Leibowitz's presence in the 

courtroom, and particularly his arguments, 
outraged some of the audience. "I'll burn all your 

grandfather's books," shouted one man. Another 

- kippa to his head - tried halachic insults on the 

Orthodox Leibowitz. 

The defiant and articulate Barghouthi has 

gone on the offensive throughout,refusing to 

acknowledge the legitimacy of this kangaroo 

court and even - on October 3rd - launching a 54- 

point indictment of the Israeli government, 

accusing it of violating 30 international treaties 
including the Geneva convention. The 

prosecutors have continued to use bully-boy 

tactics on.the defendant and his lawyers. But the 

knowledge that the illegal occupation goes on, 
and that thousands of anonymous Palestinians 

are detained without charge undergoing torture, 

has steeled the defence team. As Marwan 
Barghouti put it: “I am suffering enormously after 

one hundred days of incarceration, interrogation, 

torture and humiliation. Thousands of Palestinian 
[political] prisoners are experiencing the same 

conditions, but we shall not be frustrated [in our 

struggle], nor shall we succumb to Israeli 

terrorism.” 
So the trial coninues, not of Barghouthi and the 

PLO but of this Israeli government and previous 
ones which have attempted to deny the 

Palestinians’ right to national self-determination. 

The time will come when there will be a just two- 
state solution and the actions of Gen Sharon, 

Barak, Begin etc will bé consigned to the dustbin 

of history. 
“What matters more to us is not our personal 

freedom but our people’s emancipation. | am 

willing to pay with my freedom for my people’s 

freedom, for its independence.” 
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= Albanian Immigrants in Athens: 
Housing and LaDOUT rars:mestensioomartet 

This is the second part of an article which 
we began serializing in Ch8. It presents a 
thorough analysis of the situation facing 
Albanian migrant workers in Greece since 
the collapse of the Albanian Socialist 
People's Republic. Many of the points the 
author makes are of significance not just in 
terms of this concrete example, but as a 
more general approach to the issue of 
immigrant rights in advanced capitalist 
countries. The next part will appear in Ch10. 

Albanians as a part ofa global labour flow 

The aspect that defines an immigrant's position 

in a society is his or her part in the local economy. In 

other words, the critical question is “what job do you 

do?". The fact that the local population in Greece 

and particularly in Athens associate Albanians with 

only a certain variety of occupations is not 

accidental. Economic migrants all over the world are 

relegated to job varieties similar to each other, 

depending on the local circumstances. Their 

common element is the low wages that they offer, 

the denial of rights at work (especially for those 

undocumented) and the nature of the job, which is 

usually of a services character, such as building 
maintenance and often cheap “entertainers for the 

"women. There is no essential difference between 
the Albanian janitors of Athens and the Mexicans of 

Los Angeles, as portrayed in Ken Loach's film Bread 

and Roses (2000). All immigrants without a legal 
permit, regardless of the country, face the same 
employers / exploiters, famine wages and 

authoritarian surveillance. 

The "qualifications" needed 
During the first years of the great Albanian 

immigration in Greece, Albanian workers were 

abandoned-a first-class prey for the wolves of profit. 
The Greek state was unable, incapable and 
inexperienced in dealing with such phenomena to 

protect the helpless workers, or at least establish a 

_ firm control over the processes of their exploitation. 

- There is an argument accusing the public 

  

authorities for turning their backs deliberately to this 
issue in order to keep fair relations with capital: 
backhanders for the lower-ranking officers and 
political "manoeuvre" for the governing bodies. 

Nikos Paraskevas 

They were unaware of the true size of the problem 

and its possible consequences. On the other hand, 

the unions' officers did not take any serious steps 

towards dealing with the problem of imported 
workers due to the risk of possible negative 

reactions from the local unionists. Under those 

circumstances, and with the labour black market 

flourishing, employers were free to set their own 

"criteria" that the immigrant worker should satisfy in 

order to enlist him. The most important quality for an 

Albanian that could make him a competitive tool for 

his employer is to be submissive and willing. 

Submissive to his master’s terms such as working 

without public insurance, without the maintenance 

of the basic circumstances of hygiene and safety, 

without a standard or legal time shift and of course 

with quite degrading wages. If the worker is willing 

enough to accept these terms and work as hard as 

his boss wants him to, then the employer will reward 

him by not giving him in to the police as an illegal 

alien and sending him back home. 

The situation described above has’ slightly 
started changing very recently, since the 

government decided to take the problem of 
immigration seriously and face it. Albanians have 
started becoming "legal" (listed by the authority as 

licensed production units) after a long period of 

chaos. During the past years, the situation of 

searching for a job was at common state with the 
slavery era. Albanians, together with workers of 

other ethnicities, lined up every moming on main 

streets and squares around Athens waiting for 

random employers to pass by, make their offer and 
choose between those who accepted it. The rest 
were roaming in the city streets begging for a job at 

factories and construction areas. For the former, 

those squares that they gathered day and night 

immediately gained a bad reputation and police 

control. The type of job and the rest ofits aspects are 

described in the last paragraph: temporariness and 
flexibility, the true face of globalization through the 
uprooting of the masses. 

The Greek "socialist" government has 

admittedly moved towards the organization and 

planning of matters that concern the Albanian 

workforce. A number of Albanian immigrants are 

Officially labouring in Greece which means that the



authorities are aware of their presence, surveying them 
and their employers. Most of them are insured by the 
public health services and are unionized, taking part in 
the struggle for equal rights with the local proletariat. 
Foreign workers can acquire the basic tools to continue 
claiming for better circumstances at work, legal 
schedules and wages equivalent to those of their Greek 
Colleagues. j 

The most common jobs 
Like most of the financial immigrants in the West, 

Albanians do not have the luxury to choose between jobs 
they would personally prefer, or to which their 
occupational and educational background applies 
better. Their place in production depends on how 
desperate they are and on where capital needs them 
mostly in order to be maximized. Such jobs are those that 
the local workforce do not have any interest in, because 
of their unpleasant nature, the low wages offered for 
them and the social disdain faced by those who practise 
them. Those jobs are considered by the employers to be 
a low quality type of service and not to be paid at the 
same price that the local workers would demand. 
Additionally, by using "illegal" immigrants for those 
services they can deny them many basic rights, such as 
the right to strike, to go on vacation and to be rewarded 
extra money for additional working hours outside the 
agreed schedule. Some of the most common examples 
that Albanian men are involved in are workers in 
construction yards, gardeners or in many cases 
assistants of craftsmen. The fate of women, of them who 
had the luck or the will to escape the sex business, is not 
much different and it consists of traditionally gender- 
specified occupations, such as babysitters, 
householders or scrubwomen. The nature of the work of 
the Albanian immigrants creates stereotypes of ethno- 
specified occupations and it contributes in placing them 
in the margin of society as servants of the local 
superiority. This process of rejection is indebted to the 
arrogance of the Greek society conceming the real 
abilities and talents of the Albanian people, beyond the 
roles that they are obliged to’ play. No Albanian man or 
woman came to Greece with a humiliating dream of 
serving a master humbly. Many of them were simple 
farmers back in their homeland but were respected and 
treated as equal human beings. However, many were 
occupied with professions that if they had the chance to 
practise them in Greece, their social status would be at 
least different: It is disappointing and exasperating 
referring to people who once worked in Albania as 
chemistry teachers and now, in Greece, as gardeners; 
Once were veterinarians and now barbecue assistants; 
then civil engineers, now petrol station assistants. 
Greece, in order to achieve quick financial development 

and reach the necessary standards of the * 
European Union with the aim of joining in © 
the common currency, devoured the % 
immigrants and then threw the remnants to ° 
the riot-police. After the dispatching of a ~ 
research by losifides in 1997, some of the — 
results elaborated are very convincing of : 
this situation. The average monthly income 
of 46 Albanians questioned was close to © 
120,000 drachmas, which is the minimum 
Starting wage for a full-time employee. To © 
this statistic, we can add another result from 
the same research, which gives 1-6 months 
as the period of working in their current job 
for more than 50% of the Albanians. It is 
important to notice that both results show ~ 
the Albanian immigrants in an essentially — 
disadvantageous state of employment — 
when compared to the rest of the ethnic 

Athens. © 
Circumstances of this type give us a clear — 
view of the oppression practised upon the ° 

minorities working in 

Albanians exclusively. 

Local vs. Foreign 
Despite the open exploitation that the ~ 

immigrants of Athens face every day while 
trying to survive, the local population, and - 
most importantly the lower social strata, use 
them as their punchbags when they are in 
need of a quick answer to common | 
problems such as unemployment and © 
poverty. We need to make though a — 
distinction inside this particular social — 
group, between the lower middle classwho 
compose the majority of the population and 2 
the working class of Athens who have a 
long tradition in struggles for democracy. 
Middle classes worldwide have a great — 
tradition in being reactionary. Today, in — 
Athens, small businesses increasingly go ~ 
bankrupt and are then swallowed by a * 
multinational monopoly that opened an a 
outlet across the street, downgrading the — 
small entrepreneur to working class and — 
driving him to poverty. Since he is politically : 
unconscious and class-ignorant, he will — 
never explain his situation materialistically 
but rather base his criticism on reasonings © 
such as racism. It is very common for the 
middle classes to erupt into racist hatred, 
especially when this type of culture is 
dominant and backed by the mass media. 
They would never accept that they are not 
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their own bosses any more and as members of the 

Athenian society have common anxieties and 

interests with the Albanian working class. They 

consider it as a major disgrace to have anything in 

common with the Albanians. The working class 

though has not had exactly the same symptoms 

described in the previous analysis. Evidently, the 

racist blitz that the newborn private TV stations 

unleashed from their first days of existence during 

the first half of the 1990s has not left the Greek 

proletariat intact. While there can be some 

examples of racist behaviour, they have principally 

taken place on an isolated level. There is a number 

of Greek workingmen and women who don't 

approach the immigrants in a positive, patient or co- 

operative fashion and see them as their competitors 

inside the labour market; a labour market which has 

always been problematic, with unemployment 

among Greek citizens reaching 15% of the 

population. It is an important factor which 

contributes towards the results of the pan-EU 

research on racism with very disappointing 

indications for Greece, bringing its population in the 

first place: 27% of the questioned citizens have 
answered negatively to the question asking whether 

they tolerate the presence of ethnic minorities in 

Greece, or not. Fortunately enough, — this 

phenomenon has not found yet a firm ground of 

expression with the possibility of becoming 

organized and massive. A critical part in its 

containment has been undertaken by the core of the 

Athenian working class: the labour unions. 

The unions 
The major labour unions and organizations of 

Greece and their branches in Athens took a long 
period before they adopted a specific policy on 
immigration. Until recently they have been very 
cautious, but luckily they have never took a racist 

stand against their fellow-workers from Albania. 

During the past couple of years, 
contemporaneously with the efforts of the Greek 
state to take control of the difficult situation involving 
the hundreds of thousands .of immigrants from 
Albania, the labour unions have opened their gates 
to them. It seems that at least those at the head of 
the working class in Athens have realized the 
necessity of including the immigrants in their ranks, 
for the sake of their class interests. The best 
example of this process nowadays is the union of 
construction workers. They are clearly the front 
liners of the struggle to support the immigrants’ 
fights, using "Workers' Solidarity-Proletarian 

Intemationalism" as their main slogan for this 

occasion. Having a very clear class consciousness, 

they have repeatedly shown exceptional altruism in 
order to unionize their Albanian colleagues and help 
them realize their position in production with the 

purpose of keeping the union united and strong. It is 

not random that it is the construction workers who 
have taken the lead in this process: and there are 

three reasons to prove it. Firstly, this union has the 

longest tradition in the struggle for freedom and 

democracy, with the best-known example that of the 

period between the years of the military coup in 

Greece (1967-1974). Secondly, it is the rampart of 

the Communist Party of Greece inside the labour 
unions, making it a centre of transportation of 
socialist and progressive ideas. Lastly and most 
importantly, as it has been mentioned before, 

working in a construction site is one of the most 

common occupations that is being done by the 
Albanians of Athens. The union members have 
been working all around the city in order to 

subscribe as many members from ethnic minorities 

as possible and to keep everyone informed about 

planned actions of the organization, for instance 

strikes and protests. The participation of the 

Albanian workers in the lines of struggle of the 

construction workers’ union is the first and most 

important step towards their embrace by the Greek 

proletariat. There are occasions nonetheless where 

Albanians find the courage to organize themsélves 

in ethno-specified organizations and risk the rage of 

local populations and authorities. This example took 

place outside Athens, on an island in the middle of 

the Aegean Sea, where circumstances for the 
Albanians are not quite positive due to the exclusive 

character of the rural communities in the Greek 

countryside: 

"One hundred and thirty of them (Albanian 

financial immigrants) who work on Ikaria gathered 
on Sunday in a hall at the mayor's house at Evdilos 

and decided the foundation of the immigrants’ club 

which ‘will ask for the legalisation of all illegal 

immigrants and will act against xenophobia, racism 

and state oppression’ ‘We have nothing to fear of 
these friendly people’, stated the representative of 
the construction workers." 

It is admittedly fortunate that there is a strong 

element of progressive ideas in Athens and all over 

Greece, on which relations of solidarity and 
companionship between the Greeks and the 

Albanians can be constructed.



  

  

Lenin in London:100 years 
on 

This article was commissioned to mark the 100th anniversary of the time 

Lenin spent in exile in Britain; but it is much more than 4 routine jump-through- 

the-hoops anniversary job. Instead, Joe Eagle here sets out the tremendous 

‘significance of the political work Lenin was engaged in during the period from 

1900 to 1903, a time when he was more than once in BritainCand the time in 

which what we know as ‘Leninism’ appears on the historical stage. 

Background 

By 1902 the ancient Russian empire was manifestly stumbling towards 

revolutionary crisis. For centuries the tiny ruling aristocracy had been erected 

upon the backs of millions of peasants, whose poverty and land-hunger could 

not be relieved within the existing system, but whose revolutionary potential 

remained as yet dormant. At the pinnacle stood the Tsar himself, a supreme 

autocrat ruling by personal decree without the slightest vestige of 

ConstitutionalityCeven the mildest opposition to this régime could only take the 

form of illegal revolutionary activity. And in the last decades of the 19th century 

@ new factor had been introduced. The creation of modern industrial 

enterprises called into being new classesCa timid, embryonic bourgeoisie, 

and a growing industrial proletariat that was still numerically a small island in 

the peasant ocean, but was concentrated into large, modem factories in the 

main cities. 

But in 1902 Russia still lacked a movement capable of inititating the 

revolutionary transformation of Russian society. The dominant revolutionary 

Strand of the 19th century had been Narodism (Populism), primarily a 

movement of the intelligentsia, characterised by a romantic, Stavophile belief 

in the peasantry as the soul and salvation of Russia. Faced by the inability of 

the peasantry to respond to the populist call, Narodism fell back on terroristic 

methods whose greatest triumph was the assassination of Tsar Alexander Ill in 

1881. Marxism found fertile ground in the Russian intelligentsia (a Russian 

translation of Capital appeared years before French and English editions, and 

Sold its initial print run of 5000 immediately), and was initially used to justify 

Narodism: Populists (correctly) acquired from Marx the understanding that 

Capitalism was a brutal, dislocating and dehumanizing force, but drew the 

@rroneous conclusion (which Marx himself toyed with in his later years) that 

Russia could and should avoid capitalist development altogether and progress 

Straight to the stage of communism, based on the ancient communal 

institutions of the peasant villages. 

Russian Marxism as such did not emerge until theoretical work 

(Particularly by G.V. Plekhanov from 1883) demonstrated that capitalism was 

already developing in Russia, both in urban industries and in the development 

of capitalistic relations in the countryside. This analysis was soon confirmed by 

eventsCby the 1890s it was obvious that industrial capitalism was growing 

rapidly, and waves of strikes and industrial protest clearly demonstrated the 

greater organizational and revolutionary potential of the proletariat as 

compared with the peasantry. The Social-Democratic movement (note that at 

this time “social-democrat" was synonymous with "revolutionary Marxist’; it 

‘was not until after the 1917 revolution that the clear distinction of terminology 

that persists to this day emerged between reformist "social-democratic” 

parties and revolutionary communist parties) was however still confined to 

theoretical work (often conducted by exiles, like 

Plekhanov, detached from the actual struggles in 

Russia), and to propaganda and education of small 

groups of industrial workers. These groups were 

extremely vuinerable to police repression, and were 

very diverse theoreticallyCthere was no national 

  

party or national movement. (An attempt to found a national party was made in 

Minsk in 1898 in what is known as the “First Congress" of the Russian Social- 

Democratic Workers’ Party. However, this is a courtesy title more than a 

reflection of the importance of this ‘congress’: only nine delegates were present, 

no programme was agreed, and the organization was smashed within weeks 

when eight of the delegates were eveiid and jailed.) 

This was the context of the early political work of Viadimir llich’Ulyanov, the 

man the world would come to know as Lenin. Bom in 1871, Lenin was drawn 

initially towards Populism (his brother was a Narodnik who was executed in 1887 

for plotting to assassinate the Tsar), but soon gravitated towards Marxism. 

Lenin's early theoretical work was essentially directed towards deepening and 

extending the analysis of Plekhanov, the acknowledged father and master of 

Russian Marxism. Lenin's initiation into practical political work came in St 

Petersburg between 1894 and 1896, asa factory agitator and educator in one of 

the aforementioned small Marxist groups (rather grandiosely entitled “The 

League of Struggle for the Emancipation of the Working Class"). Arrested for this 

work in 1896, Lenin paid the price of a year in jail and 3 years exile in Siberia 

(1896-1900). : 

Iskra =   

eens ips 
marse sae sees HCKPA — 

  

Emerging from exile in 1900, only Lenin and his immediate associates 

(primarily at this time the future Mensheviks Y.O. Martov and A.N. Potresov) had 

a clear understanding of the tasks facing the Social-Democratic movement in 

Russia, and the means to enact them. The tasks were twofold: to win the 

theoretical arguments for a unified and correct Marxist programme and an all- 

Russian party organization, and the practical task of establishing this united 

party, forging together the scattered local groups of agitators and activists. The 

bridge between the two tasks was to be a national newspaper which would both 

put forward the theoretical arguments, and create the practical basis for a unified 

party. Leaving Russia in July 1900, Lenin joined Plekhanov and his “Liberation of 

Labour" group in exile in Zurich, and established the editorial board (comprising 

the three veteran exiles Plekhanov, Axelrod and Zasulich, and the three younger 

men Lenin, Martov and Potresov) and printing network of the new paperCiskra, 

‘the Spark’ (the name coming from the slogan of Russia's first failed revolution, 

the Decembrist revolt of 1825: ‘out of the spark shall spring the flame’). Iskra was 

printed in Germany (where Lenin moved, to Munich, in August 1900), the first             
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issue appearing in December 1900. Through the creation of a network of 

agents for smuggling Iskra into Russia and distributing copies in factories and 

cities, Iskra served as the framework for welding the multifarious and 

theoretically diverse loca! groups into a single organization, clarifying and 

unifying both theory and practical activity, and, ultimately, enabling the 

establishment of an all-Russian party. Lenin was relentless and tireless in 

working towards this goal: combatting theoretical errors in his contributions to 

iskra; overseeing editing and printing; dealing with organizational matters in 

minute detail; meeting and corresponding with Iskra agents; building the 

momentum for unity among activists in Russia and abroad. 

Whats to be done? 

Lenin's most important and enduring theoretical work of this period was 

the pamphlet What is to be done?, written between April 1901 and February 

1902, and published in Germany in March 1902. The title alludes to a novel by 

the revolutionary democrat N.G. Chernyshevsky (in Russian it is the much 

snappier Chto delat’). What is to be done? irrefutably made the case for a 

national, centralized, all-Russian party. Left to themselves, Lenin argued, 

workers could only develop an economic, trade union consciousness, 

struggling to force concessions on wages and conditions from the bosses. 

Indeed one strand of Russian Marxism (influenced by the German revisionists 

ofthis time) held that this should be all the working class should aspire to. What 

is to be done? marks the concrete ideological rout of this brand of 

“economism”. Lenin perceived that the workers needed also to develop a 

political, revolutionary consciousness, and this could only be achieved 

through a centralized national party. What is to be done? was of enormous 

importance for the development of the Russian revolutionary movementCthis 

was the work that made Lenin's name (literally, since it was the first major work 

he signed with the pseudonym Lenin, which from now on he regularly 

adopted). However, itis less straightforward to assess the importance of What 

is to be done? for communists today. Lenin was the master of “the concrete 

analysis of the concrete situation". Hence Whatis to be done? does not claim 

to be a universal textbook on party organization, but (as the subtitle puts it) an 

answer to “buming questions of our movement”. Or, as Lenin later wrote, “it 

should not be treated apart from its connection with the concrete historical 

situation of a definite, and now long past, period in the development of our 

party." The objective conditions of the Tsarist autocracy obviously differ greatly 

from those of an advanced bourgeois democracy today, and thus Lenin's 

solutions cannot simply be mechanically applied to modem parties in 

advanced capitalist countries. Whatis important for us is thus not so much the 

detailed points Lenin makes, but the principlesCof unity in theory and action, of 

‘a combination of centralized discipline with democratic intemal debate and 

elections. The subsequent history of the communist movement demonstrates 

that only parties which approach the problem of organization from a Leninist 

method are capable of organizing for political victory and for the construction of 

socialism. 

London 

Soon after the publication of What is to be done?, Iskra was forced to 

move its base from Germany by the attentions of the Bavarian police and the 

unwillingness of the printers to continue under police pressure. The editorial 

board and the printing operations were moved to London, and in April 1902 

Lenin (with his wife Nadezhda Krupskaya, who worked as secretary to the 

editorial board), following the footsteps of Marx 53 years before, arrived for the 

first time in “this citadel of capitalism”, the strongest fortress of the bourgeois 

order. Amazing though it may seem to ~ 

readers accustomed to racist asylum 

laws and concentration camps for 

refugees, at this time very few barriers 

existed to prevent the free movement of 

people around the world, and the British 

police were notoriously unconcemed by    
What is to be Done? 1st 

Edition 

the activities of foreign revolutionaries. It is worth reflecting that, in 

campaigning for civil liberties and asylum rights in Britain today, we are also 

indirectly campaigning for the preservation of this still-relevant role of Britain 

as a safe haven for revolutionaries from more repressive governmentsCa 

world-historical rdle in the light of the vital work carried out in exile in Britain by 

the founders of scientific socialism, Marx, Engels and Lenin, Personal details 

of Lenin's life in LondonChis struggle to lear English, his visits to the slum 

areas of London, his contempt for the reformism and religiosity that dominated 

the British labour movement, and in general the life of the revolutionary in 

exileCare not uninteresting, and can be pursued in detail in Krupskaya's 

Reminiscences of Lenin (reference below). But Lenin's main purpose in 

London was, as always, work: research in the British Museum Library (where 

the exiled Marx had hammered out his analysis of capitalism); the production 

of Iskra (which was printed at 37a Clerkenwell Green, then the home of the 

Twentieth Century press run by the Social Democratic Federation, Britain's 

first Marxist political group, and now the home of the Marx Memorial Library), 

and the plans fora full-scale party congress. In April 1903 the Iskra board, and 

Lenin, left London for Geneva. But Lenin was soon to retum for the culmination 

of this decisive period of building the party - the 1903 “Second Congress" of the 

Russian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party. The Congress opened in Brussels 

in July 1903, but soon transferred to London to avoid trouble with the Belgian 
police and Russian goverment spies. The decisions of the Congress set the 

‘seal on the achievements of Iskra, establishing an all-Russian party with 

agreed rules and programme, and elected central officials. In the moment of 

unification, the emergence of the major divergence between the Bolshevik 

(Leninist) and Menshevik tendencies initiated a new period of struggle in the 

Russian revolutionary movementCbut now this struggle could be conducted 

within the framework ofa party organization, the decisive achievement of the 

period 1900-1903. 

Conclusion 

Leninism is Marxism in the epoch of imperialism and proletarian 

revolution, and a central component of Leninism is the theory-and practice of 

revolutionary organization. This component was forged in the years 1900-3, 

through Lenin's work on Iskra and Whatis to be done?, culminating in the 1903 

RSDWP Congress; that much of this work was carried out in London is a fact 

which British communists can celebrate. This period effectively marked the 

foundation of revolutionary Marxism as a force in Russia; from 1902 a direct 

line of theory and practice runs to 1917, the first successful socialist 

revolutionCand beyond, through a hundred years of triumphs and setbacks, to 

the world communist movement of today. 
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For Darwin: against "Social 
Darwinism" 
by Salber Yonrosh 

In the vaults of a certain Dutch archive lies 
a letter from Karl Marx to Charles Darwin. 
Contained within this letter is a simple 
request for permission to dedicate the first 
edition of Capital to the great biologist and 
his most famous work, The Origin of 
Species. 

  

Naturally the request was denied. 
Associating the name of Darwin with a 
German revolutionary in exile was quite 
unacceptable to publishing firms and ‘polite’ 
society alike. However there was no 
outraged reaction from Marx or Engels. Both 
admired Darwin's work as a dialectical 
explanation of natural processes-an 
explanation that also supports materialism 
as the true situation of Being (See Back to 
Basics in Ch8). For although it is possible to 
reconcile an idealist conception of reality 
with Darwinism, such a process usually 
takes the form of an idealist retreat. A 
Christian, for example, may accept an 
evolutionary approach, but must also retreat 
from a literal interpretation of the Bible, in 
turn opening a series of contradictions within 
the belief structure. 

There is a temptation to relate Darwinian 
and evolutionary theory directly to historical 
materialism. Human society develops from 
primitive forms of accumulation, to 
Capitalism through feudalism on the road to 
communism: just as in the natural world 
there was a development from amoebae, to 

fish and finally mammals. However, 
Marxism is no mirror image of Darwinism. 
Human beings differ from other species in 
several respects. People have the ability to 
create advanced tools and commodities; 
they can use language to convey abstract 

  

create a theory similar to the parody of 3 
Marxism created by the reactionary Karl 
Popper, a nightmare where people are 
driven by the 'unseen hand of history’ just as 
the rest of the natural world is solely by the 
‘hidden hand' of evolution. Marxism allows, 
in the words of Marx himself, "the creation of — 
history". 

People can consciously alter their — 
environment away from its conditions. This 
may be an essential move due to | 
contradictions inherent in that environment, — 
but the move itself is voluntary. 

Marxism’s relationship to Darwinism and — 
evolutionary biology has at many times been © 
very strained. This need not be the case, but © 
rather tension has been caused by misuse of | 
Darwinian theory. In short the direct — 
application of Darwinian and evolutionary © 
theory to society and its use as an ~ 
explanation of society is entirely reactionary. _ 
The principal manifestation of such an — 
approach is best characterised as "social | 
Darwinism". This has proved popular with 
two ideological movements of the right-the 
nazis and the neoliberals. From a_nazi 
ideological viewpoint social Darwinism 
helped justify the concept of a 'master race’ 

concepts and possess : 
free will. Evolutionary — 
and Darwinian theory — 
do not take account of - 
these factors. An — 
application of | 
Darwinian principles ~ 
to society would © 
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using 'scientific' methods. A twin of this 
ideological approach existed outside nazi 

_ Germany in the form of the eugenics 
~ movement. 
_ methods were used to justify racism, 

Again —_ pseudo-scientific 

imperialism and discrimination against 
women. This led to a series of ridiculous and 
outrageous measures in many Westem 

"nations including compulsory sterilization for 
_ single mothers and the handicapped, a 

practice that continued in some areas of the 
USA until 1975. 

After WWII there was a widespread 
! rejection of eugenics and the application of 

Darwinism to society. This _ situation 
continued until the early 1980s and the 
neoliberal backlash against progressive 

_ forces. Social Darwinism was back in 
_ fashion as a tool of reaction. The theory had 

© undergone alittle evolution’ itself. The focus 
_ was now on using Social Darwinism to 

‘prove’ that there is a single, unchanging 
_ ‘human nature’ that would only support the 

organisation of people along capitalist lines. 
In addition there was a move to push 
individualism as the human situation created 

; by nature. As Margaret Thatcher famously 
"announced, "There is no such thing as 

society." 

The right were merely justifying opinions 
they had always held with the help of 

: pseudo-science, dressing up their ideology 
~ with 

_ demonstrated above, the right’s approach is 
‘validated' respectability. As 

entirely flawed. Darwinism cannot be 
applied directly to human society. Even 
those of a non-Marxist perspective such as 
Philip Gould point to wide areas of 
interpretation within evolutionary theory. The 

_ well known term 'survival of the fittest is a 

  

case in point. This does not necessarily 
apply to the most healthy members of a 
species, rather it refers to the best adapted 
category; that could. have huge scope for 
diversity. Only the simpletons of the right 
could rush blindly forward deliberately 

__ twisting a useful part ofhuman knowledge to 
their own malevolent ends. Neoliberalism's 

* advance of social Darwinism must be 
checked, for the logical ideological 
conclusions it creates return to something 

very close to nazism and the eugenics 
movement. Perhaps this demonstrates how 
little the fundamental organization of 
capitalist society has changed over the last 
50 years. 

The neoliberal appropriation of Darwinian 
theory is already similar to earlier 
reactionary assaults on evolutionary theory, 
in that it is riddled with contradictions. The 
cormerstone of neoliberal economic theory is 
the ‘free market’. This approach rests on a 
degree of human freedom in the choices 
made by consumers. There is an 
expectation that people will make rational 
evaluations of products according to their 
circumstances or that they will follow some 
logical train of thought even if it is not the 
commonsense approach given _ their 
situation. However social Darwinism rejects 
such an approach as it has already 
substituted human freedom with ‘human 
nature’. Thus an irreconcilable contradiction 
is created within neoliberalism between 
‘scientific’ social Darwinism and the only 
rational (i.e. acceptable to private capital) 
means of organising the economy-the ‘free 
market! system. : 

Social Darwinism is a theory that does not 
allow for an inch of human freedom, morality 
or ethics. People are reduced to mere 
powerless commodities who do not control 
their destinies. It stands for total de- 
humanization. There is clearly a role to be 
played by Marxists and other progressives in 
combating social Darwinism and advancing 
genuinely useful and scientifically valid 
evolutionary theory. Caution is the order of 
the day. Utopian leftists such as H.G. Wells 
advocated a form of social Darwinism. Leon 
Trotsky saw historical materialism as a direct 
branch of Darwinian theory. Such positions 
bought people such as these one step closer 
to the forces of reaction. Darwinian 
concepts must be developed and protected 
from threats both ultra-left and ultra-right.  



Back to basics - parttwo: 
Dialectics 
Every scientific investigation must have a method. The choice of 

method will affect the whole course of the investigation and it is 
important to base your method on the reality of the situation you 
are studying. The method used by Marxists in studying the world 

around them is Dialectical Materialism. 

The materialists of the eighteenth century were heavily 
influenced by the major scientific advances of their era. These 
were primarily in the mechanical sciences, and the chemical and 
biological sciences were only examined and explained in terms of 
mechanical causes. The other major defect of scientific thought at 
the time was that, except for mechanical interactions, it studied the 
world as a collection of static objects taken apart from their 
interconnections. Both of these problems were reflected in the 
materialism of the time. 

This was inevitable in the course of scientific development. In the 
words of Engels, “it was necessary to examine things before it was 
possible to examine the processes. One first had to know what a 

particular thing was before one could observe the changes going 
on in connection with it - natural science up to the end of the last 
century was predominantly a collecting science, science of 
finished things, in our century it is essentially a classifying 
science, a science of the processes, of the origin and development 

of these things and of the inter-connection which binds all these 
natural processes into one great whole.” Dialectical Materialism is 
the reflection, in philosophy, of this scientific revolution and its 

first premise is that all things must be studied in the context of their 
interconnections and interdependencies. 

The term dialectics was used by the Ancient Greeks to refer to a 
style of debating in which a philosopher would expose the 

contradictions in an opponent’s argument then overcome them. 
Dialectics in the sense in which it is used by Marxists today has a 
slightly wider definition. It is the “study of the contradiction within 

the essence of things” (Lenin). 

The world is made up of matter in motion. All matter from the 
most complex right down to the smallest sub-atomic particle 
known today, is in motion. This has been shown to be the case by 
rigorous scientific investigation. Indeed matter without motion is 

as inconceivable as motion without matter. 

Similarly, all matter contains contradictory sides which make up 
its unity. It is the development and balance of forces in these 
contradictions which drive forward its motion. Take, forexample, a 
seed from a tree. The seed, from the very beginning of its 
existence, contains a contradiction. Somewhere deep within is the 
beginnings of a new tree which, in time, will devour the nutrients 
that make up the rest of the seed. Thus the tree from the seed 
negates the seed itself, resolving the contradiction. 

There are several general rules which govern the development of 
Contradictions in nature. It must be emphasised that these are very 
general rules which pick out important features of dialectical 
development. They are true because they occur in the natural 
world, not vice versa. G.W.F. Hegel, the first philosopher to 
recoanise these rules. made the mistake unon findina them at 

work in the human mind of assuming that they were laws 
of thought and that, where nature could be explained 
dialectically, it was conforming to these intellectual laws. 
He thus failed to recognize that the laws which govem our 
thought processes are merely reflections of the laws at 
work in nature. 

The first is that quantitative changes can lead to 
qualitative changes and vice-versa. Small, imperceptible 
changes in quantity can lead to fundamental changes in 
the nature of things. Consider the periodic table of _ 
elements. All are made up of protons, neutrons and 

electrons. A simple change in the number of these one of 
these sub-atomic particles could completely change the 
substance. Similarly, a quantitative change in the _ 

temperature of an amount of water can change it from a 
Solid, to a liquid, to a gas and back again. This pattem is 

. Fepeated in many natural and social processes. 

The next rule concems negation. Traditionally, when we 
think of something being negated, we consider it as the 

end of a process. However, dialectically, every end is a 
beginning. When a contradiction is resolved by the 

negation of one part by the other, the negating part carries. 
within it its own negation, the beginnings of a new 
contradiction. This is what is referred to as the negation of 
the negation. This is not simply a retum to the original 
phase but a progression to something higher, which may 

contain elements of both the original and its negation but 
which is entirely new in essence. 

Armed with Dialectical Materialism as a growing, living 
analytical tool, we can study the world around us and, in 
doing so, inform our revolutionary theory and practice. 

Further reading. Neither Marx, Engels nor Lenin wrote a 
book which could serve as a “beginners' guide to 
dialectics". But most of the works listed under _ 
materialism in Ch8 could be of use, including Marx and 
Engels's The German Ideology (see Uncle Joe's Book at 

Bedtime) and Engels's Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of 
Classical German Philosophy. If you're using Comforth's 

introduction to Marxist thought, then the section on 
dialectics is the second half of volume one (Materialism 
and the Dialectical Method). Or if you want to see where it 
all started, you could try Hegel: he gives a reasonably 
concise explanation of his (non-materialist) dialectic in 
Logic (volume one of his Encyclopaedia of Philosophical 

Sciences). But be wamed: Hegel is a notoriously difficult 
author (Marx referred tothe "grotesque craggy melody" of _ 
his writing), and this is book is in places very obscure. The ! 
situation is made worse by the fact that it's very hard to 
translate Hegel's terminology into English without 
Producing something so far from natural English that you 

might as well leam German. And even once you do work 
out what Hegel is getting at, you'll still need to keep up a 

running criticism of his anti-materialism (his dialectic is 
“standing on its head" - Marx) otherwise you'll get into all 

kinds of problems. Arguably at the other end of the 

spectrum, Stalin's essay Dialectical and Historical 

Materialism is pretty straightforward but has been 

accused of oversimplifying things. 
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 Uncle Joe’s Book at Bedtime - 

epi sode 3 The German Ideology by Karl 

Marx and Friedrich Engels 
The German Ideology, written by Marx and Engels 

between November 1845 and summer 1846, stands at a 

decisive juncture in the development of scientific socialism. 

The earliest work of the young Marx and Engels had been 

produced (mostly in Germany) against a background of 

social crisis instigated by the rise of capitalism, and of 

profound intellectual ferment following the death of the 

philosopher G.W.F. Hegel. In this period (c. 1839-1845) Marx 

and Engels, as radical philosophers and journalists, had 

moved rapidly through a variety of theoretical positions. En 

route they had uncovered key concepts such as the decisive 

importance of economics for understanding society and 

politics; the alienating nature of labour under capitalism; and 

the world-historical role of the proletariat. But they had not yet 

tied these insights together into an integrated world-view by 

which their revolutionary goals could be achieved; and they 

had not advanced philosophically beyond the materialist, 

humanist, yet static and ahistorical, critique of Hegel 

formulated by the philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-72). 

It was not until 1845 (when Marx and Engels were in exile 

in Brussels) that the crucial steps were taken towards the 

development of dialectical and historical materialism. In the 

1845 Theses on Feuerbach (a short text which should be 

read with The German Ideology, as Engels later put it, this is 

“the first document in which is deposited the brilliant germ of 

the new world outlook") Marx elaborated a new materialism - 

dialectical (see Back to Basics in this issue), as opposed to 

Feuerbach's static and ahistorical approach; and concerned 

not only to understand but to change the world (as the 

famous 11th thesis states: "The philosophers have only 

interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is 

to change it"). And in The German Ideology, by means of a 

critique of other, idealist, Hegelian radicals, Marx and Engels 

set forth for the first time in detail the principles and method of 

historical materialism, on the basis of their researches into 

economics and history. 

Yet forall its importance, The German Ideology remains a 
relatively obscure text in the Marxist canon, lacking the world 

fame of Capital or the Communist Manifesto. This can be 

attributed partly to the circumstances of its composition - for 

The German Ideology was not published in Marx's or Engels' 

lifetime (a full text was not printed until 1932). Unable to finda 

publisher, the manuscript was (as Marx later put it) 

“abandoned to the gnawing criticism of the mice" (literally 

true - the manuscript is badly damaged in parts by rodents). 

This does not, however, lessen the importance of The 

Joe Eagle 
German Ideology, for Marx and Engels had "achieved our 

main purpose - seff-clarification", and now possessed the 

theoretical basis for all their future scientific and political 

activity. 

A second reason for the obscurity of The German 

Ideology is its great length (over 700 pages), and the 

obscurity of much of the material. The bulk of the text 

consists of enormously detailed super-polemics against 

such now-irrelevant figures as Bruno Bauer, Max Stimer and 

the German "true" (ie utopian) socialists. Although there are 

oases of interest in the deserts of these polemics, these 

sections of the text are not now to bé recommended except 

to connoisseurs of the baroque. The enduring interest of The 

German Ideology lies in the short opening section, 

somewhat misleadingly entitled "Feuerbach". 

Here, Marx and Engels set out the basic principles of the 

newly-discovered materialist conception of history - the first 

and fullest account of this, Marxism’s most important 

theoretical discovery. The material and class basis of the 

state and of ideology is set out in opposition to prevailing 

idealist interpretations. From the basicinsight that the human 

being creates herself through her own labour arises a clear 

yet profound understanding of history as the unfolding of 

different stages in the division of labour and forms of 

ownership - and the necessity of communism as the ultimate 

solution to the riddle of history. 

The German Ideology is a preliminary statement, not a 

final conclusion; it is an uncompleted text, yet beautifully 

clear and cogent. In 1846 almost all remained still to be done 

- but The German Ideology can be seen as a basic 

framework for all future Marxist researches into the anatomy 

of capitalism and world history. It marks the starting point of 

the process of scientifically understanding the world, and of 

the struggle to enact this understanding in material practice - 

the struggle in which we are still engaged today. Every page 

resonates with the exhilaration of its authors, for the first time 

in possession of the theoretical weapons they had sought for 

years. The German Ideology is an absolute classic of 

Marxism-Leninism. Read it. 

You can read The German Ideology online at 

http:/Awww. marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/german- 

ideology/index.html and Theses on Feuerbach at 

http:/Awww.marx2mao.org/M&E/TF45.html



“Returning music to the masses” 

This is the first in a new series on music. Future 
articles will examine particular musicians or pieces, or 
Specific questions; here Hilary Davis looks at some of the 

attitudes revolutionaries have taken to music. 

When Chairman Mao wanted to describe the way a Party 
committee should operate, he chose for some reason the 

metaphor of “playing the piano": 

If all ten fingers move at once, there is no melody. To 
produce good music, the fen fingers should move rhythmically 
and in unison. Members of Party committees must leam to 
play the piano‘ well. 

But some leftists have had slightly more to say about 
music than this. Music has often had a great affinity with the 
intemational socialist and communist movement. Obvious 
examples include the use of songs such as the Intemationale 
fo promote solidarity within the movement and the 
establishment of workers’ choirs and orchestras to help 
educate, unite and politicise the proletariat, but music has 
often played a greater political role, especially in established 
Socialist societies. Music has often been used to depict “the 
good times coming” under socialism, or as a propaganda tool, 
for example in the Soviet Union, to encourage workers and 

discourage the spread of ideas alien to Soviet ideology. The 
importance of spreading knowledge of music and the arts 
among the proletariat is also connected to the predicted 

increase of leisure time in a future socialist society: the workers 
will have time to indulge in creative pursuits to the benefit of 
society's culture (under capitalism only a small minority have a 
large amount of time and resources to devote to the arts). For 
this reason, a lot of socialists conceived the idea of “retuming 
music to the masses”: as with all resources, under capitalism 
the means of artistic expression were concentrated in the 
hands of the capitalist class, and would be regained by the 
people through revolution. The use of music in the labour 
Movement, especially through the medium of choirs and 

orchestras, and in socialist songbooks, for example, would 
help to musically educate the alienated proletariat so that it 
could produce its own musical expression in a future 
communist society. 

Indeed, some factions in the British labour movement, for 

example, were in favour of amateurism in music and the other 

arts. Yet opinions on the exact type of music which should be 
applauded in a communist society have varied: while the 
USSR promoted ideals of Socialist Realism, Emesto “Che” 
Guevara objected that such ideas were rooted in the capitalist 
art of the nineteenth century and insisted that new, 

by Hilary Davis 

experimental forms of socialist art should be developed, and 
other critics such as Trotsky insisted that "the domain of art is 3 
not one in which the Party is called upon to comment.” 

Whatis certains that music has played a significant ole in 
socialist movements, both practically and theoretically. For — 
example, Duncan Hall spoke of the role of music in the British 
labour movement in the years between the two world wars: 

instead of finding the sad, dying chords ofa late Victorian 
golden age of pioneering, religious labour culture, | found the g 
crescendo of cultures old and-new (sometimes in harmony, 
sometimes in discord) and an inexhaustible contemporary — 
literature of musical comment in newspapers, magazines, 
pamphlets and books. 

Perhaps the most famous example of socialist theory on & 
the arts, and one which has been strongly criticised by 
Musicians from European capitalist countries both at the time 
and up to the present day, is the Soviet policy of Socialist 
Realism in the arts as conceived by Stalin, Zhdanov and Gorky 
in the 1930s. This policy was described in the statutes of the 
Soviet Union of Composers in the 1930s thus: 

The chief attention of the Soviet composer must be — 
directed towards the conquering, progressive principles of : 
reality, towards those heroic, bright and beautiful traits which 

distinguish the spiritual world of Soviet mankind and which 
must be embodied in musical images full of beauty and life- : 
affirming strength. 

Composers were encouraged to depict in their work a & 
favourable picture of socialist reality, in a way which could be 
appreciated by the proletariat. Traits such as patriotism, 

melodiousness and elements of folk music from the various 4 

Soviet republics were particularly encouraged. The opposite ~ 
trait, called “formalism”, was heavily criticised: for example, in 

1948, Shostakovich and several other composers were forced : 
to apologize in public for formalist traits in their music. 
Formalism was the over-concentration on artistic techniques 
and development of artistic material, too much intellectual 

emphasis on form as opposed to content, and also applies to 
music that was considered too “modem” or discordant, too 
remote from the people's understanding and the life-affirming 
ideals of Soviet ideology. 

Inthe British labour movement, music was usedin a similar : 
way, to promote the ideas of what life would be like in a future 
socialist society. Alan Bush, a prominent British socialist — 
composer, outlined an idea sympathetic to Soviet ideals of 

Socialist Realism (and wildly provocative in Western musical 

circles) when he said: 
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The ultimate value of music to any Marxist depends upon 

the importance of the subject which is expressed. 

The artistic “subject” and material is here more important 

than the artistic process and techniques, as in Socialist 

Realism. Another important current in British socialist thought 

was the idea of amateurism in music - the desire that music 

should not be subjected to the commercial will of society. As 

Rutland Boughton, another important British socialist 

composer, put it: 

Itis abominable to think that the products of man’s deepest 

emotion should be carried to market like a pound of butter. 

By 1911, Boughton was proposing a commune of artists 

living and working together, a utopian image of musicians 

happily working in the fields (which would help them to 

understand the proletarian condition and therefore be more 

able to produce music which reflected it) as well as composing: 

after all, 

Two hours a day in materially productive labour would not 

injure the soul of any artist. 

This current of British socialist thought can perhaps be 

connected with Marx's view of employment in a future 

communist society: 

In communist society, where nobody has one exclusive 

sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any 

branch he wishes, society regulates the general production 

and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and 

another tomorrow, to hunt in the moming, fish in the aftemoon, 

rear cattle in the evening, criticise after dinner, just as | have a 

mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, herdsman or 

To this vision one might add something like “compose a 

song before bed”. Many socialists conceived the idea of 

“giving art back to the people”, believing that the creativity of 

the masses had been stifled by the enforced wage labour for 

the benefit of a minority under capitalism. They often 

perceived folk music as the true “music of the people”, looking 

back in what could perhaps be considered a rather reactionary 

way to a past rural society where the peasants spontaneously 

composed songs as they toiled in the fields. 
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However, Guevara denounced works of Socialist Realism 

as being rooted, in technical matters, in the capitalist art of the 

nineteenth century: 

The realistic art of the 19th century is also class art, 

perhaps more purely capitalist than the decadent art of the 

20th century, where the anguish of alienated man shows 

through. 

He insisted that a new, socialist form of artistic expression 

must be created, which would not owe so much to past 

capitalist trends: 

Anideological and cultural mechanism must be developed 

which will permit experimentation and clear out the weeds that 

shoot up so easily in the fertilised soil of state subsidization. It 

is the twenty-first century man we must create. 

lt was not enough for him that the means of artistic 

expression would be retumed to the proletariat under 

socialism: the new art produced must also distance itself from 

the capitalist past as much as possible. But he gave no clear 

artistic description of what this future music would be like: 

others might argue that it would be almost impossible to 

liberate the musical language so entirely from its capitalist past 

in any short length of time, and that socialist realism was the 

best possible attempt at distinguishing socialist music from the 

modemist music prevalent in many European capitalist 

countries of that time. 

Music, as an important part of any society's culture, has 

often played a role in visions of a future communist culture and 

society. It has also been an important tool for educating, 

motivating and uniting-the masses, by presenting a positive 

picture of socialist society. Music can be a truly international 

language, and for this reason it has often been particularly 

important in uniting the international communist movement - 

for example in the Spanish Civil War, when comrades from 

different countries would sing songs of communist solidarity to 

each other. In both the active socialist movement and socialist 

theory, it has often been far more significant than a mere 

diversion, or, as Duncan Hall put it in the title of his book on 

British socialist music, more than a mere “pleasant change 

from politics”. 

    

Images: Maxim Gorky, pioneering socialist realist writer, in a 

youthful photo anda less youthful Soviet poster. The main slogan on 

the latter reads “The bourgeoisie is hostile to culture”.  



Modernist drama of revolution: 
Socialist cinema with Ghayur Bangash, part 4 

The End of St Petersburg (Konets 
Sankt-Peterburga) 

Vsevelod Pudovkin, 1927 (silent) 

In| 1927 the Soviet government 
commissioned two films to be made 
commemorating the tenth anniversary of the 
October Revolution. This was one of them, 
and by far the most popular with the Soviet 
masses (the other was, of course, Sergei 
Eisenstein’s October, which was a box-office 
flop). 

It is a truly remarkable work, not least for 
the amazingly modern quality of much of the 
work. It is also a thoroughly “modemist” work 
of art. In fact, one could say it surpasses 
“modernism”, with some amazing shots that 
would not have been amiss emblazoned 
across ‘a constructivist poster of the kind 
which was popular in the early Soviet period. 

The plot is roughly as follows: a Peasantis 
forced to travel to the city to find work 
because his mother has just given birth, and 
the family cannot afford to feed an extra 
mouth. In the city, the workers at the Lebedev 
plant are on strike due to an attempt by the 
industrialist Lebedev and his Deputy to 
impose longer hours on the workers to fulfil a 
government order. The Peasant arrives at the 
house of a Bolshevik worker but is told that he 
has arrived at a bad time, due to the strike. 
There is no work. The next day, the Peasant 
(who is very naive) goes to find work and 
ends up as a strikebreaker with other 
peasants. Naively, he tells the authorities of 
some “troublemakers” whom he met in the 
Bolshevik’s house, and leads the police to 
them. The police arrest them along with the 
Bolshevik worker. The Peasant of course did 
not intend or foresee such consequences, 
and when he demands of Lebedev that he 
release his friend he is arrested by the police, 
thrown in jail and beaten up. That night, waris 
declared on Germany, and the Peasant and 
other inmates of the prison are ‘volunteered’ 

  

Above: Vsevelod Pudovkin 

for the front. The city is in jubilation at the 
prospect of war with Germany, but the reality 
of the front is rather different. Back home, as 
the war drags on there are bread shortages 
and riots whilst there is no shortage of shells : 
for the war effort. Eventually the Tsar is 
overthrown and the Provisional Government 
of Kerensky comes to power. Nevertheless, 
this government is intent on prosecuting the 
war, and does nothing to alleviate the : 
consequent misery of the people and the 
workers, who demand that all power be ~ 
handed to the Soviets to ensure freedom and 
peace. The workers, and the Bolsheviks ~ 
specifically, are denounced by the Provisional 
Government and by the industrialist as _ 
traitors, whilst the industrialists parade 
themselves as the greatest defenders of the - 

liberty, and Russia. Due to — revolution, 
Bolshevik agitation, though, the Provisional 
Government is forced to put its safety in the 
hands of the army, whom it urges to shoot the 
traitors (i.e. the Bolsheviks). But it is too late 
for them. The army answers only to the — 
Bolsheviks, who declare “Comrades! The 
proletariat that has risen in arms awaits you!”. 
The stage is set for the assault on the Winter 
Palace and the fall of Kerensky. The film ends 
the day after the Winter Palace is stormed, 
with the words “ST PETERSBURG IS NO 
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 MORE!” and, later, “Long live. . .The City of 

Lenin!” 

There are a number of particularly 
interesting themes and sequences in the film 

which | would like to discuss. Firstly, Pudovkin 
demonstrates a very sensitive understanding 
of the effect of a strike on the individual 
workers and their families. Whilst there are no 
characters as such (only “types’) in the film, 
the focus on the Bolshevik worker and his 
Wife is very revealing. When the Peasant 
arrives at the Bolshevik’s home, only the Wife 
and her children are there. She is anything 
but happy to see two more mouths to feed. As 
she eats with her daughter, she looks to the 
Peasant and his grandmother, and instead of 
offering them some (though there is precious - 
little for themselves), she tells them “We'll 
soon have nothing at all to eat.” As the 
daughter starts to cry, the Wife tells the 
Peasant: “There’s unrest at the plant.” Later, 

during a workers’ meeting held in her home, 
one of the workers declares “We mustn’t go 
back to work. Lebedev won't hold out for more 

than a week.” Her response is this “We'll 
starve before the week is over. You have no 

family, but look at us.” She clutches a 
screaming baby, and shouts to the worker 
“SEE?” Once the workers have gone, she 
tells the Peasant: “Don’t listen to that 
troublemaker. Go look for a job. Who'll feed 
you?” This sets in motion a train of events 
which culminate in the Peasant’s joining the 
army and taking part in the revolution, via a 
trip to the prison and taking part in breaking 
the strike. Clearly, Pudovkin understood the 

implications for family units of strike action, 
not least the possibility of starvation. 
Nevertheless, by the day after the storming of 
the Winter Palace, the Wife is more than 

happy to see the Peasant (their smile of 
recognition is genuinely moving) and, what is 
more, is happy to distribute her equally 

meagre food between the weary and 
wounded workers and soldiers. Thus, the 
revolution has resolved her alienation not just 
from society, but also from her own family. 

Secondly, Pudovkin’s treatment of the war 
is truly brilliant. The same night that the 
Peasant is imprisoned, war is declared. We 
are shown a group of military men in ornate, 

ceremonial uniform. One of them stands and 

addresses the others thus: “War has been 
declared. Besides the stated advantages, 
there is yet another - Barricades have 
appeared in the suburbs. The war will save 

Russia from a revolution.” In the streets of the 
city, we see crowds of cheering bourgeois 

and military bands playing. The statues of the 
city are covered in garlands. A bourgeois 
addresses the crowd: “This is a German top- 
hat,” he cries, smashing his own hat, followed 
by his cane. The crowd cheer on. A statue 
weeps tears of joy. At the front, however, we 
get a different picture. Explosions and 
corpses fill our vision, along with weary and 
downtrodden soldiers. The titles inform us: “In 
the name of the Tsar, the fatherland, and 
capital! Men from Penza, Novgorod, Tver - to 
the front lines! Men from Saxony, Bavaria, 
Wirttemburg- to the front lines!” Pudovkin 
uses a brilliant montage sequence to 
demonstrate the links between capitalism 
and war, when he crosscuts images of a 
frenzy at the stock exchange with images 
from the battlefield. The rivalry of traders is 
matched by the men trying to kill each other. 
The cries of “Forward! Charge!” are matched 
by the cries of the capitalists “UP! UP!” (with 
regard to share prices). The prices go up as 
men machine-gun and bayonet each other to 
death. At one point, a soldier looks at the 
camera and asks: “Whatare we dying for?” At 
the end of the attack, we are told: “The 
operation is over. Both parties are satisfied.” 
The words are meant ironically with regard to 
the dead soldiers and the devastated 
battlefield, but sincerely with regard to the 
happy capitalists at the stock exchange. The 
section at the front ends with an ominous shot 
of a single grave. On the cross above it we 
see the date 1917 (is it for a soldier, St 
Petersburg, or for the ‘old’ Russia?). The 
effects of the war, of course, go beyond the 
front and the high share price. Back in the city, 
the demand (of the bourgeois and 
industrialists) is “Shells! More Shells!” at the 
expense of producing bread. The unrest and 
misery this results in leads to the downfall of 
the Tsar and the coming to power of 
Kerensky’s Provisional Government. 

The dénouement of the film deals with the 
fall of Kerensky’s government and, literally, 
the end of St Petersburg. Bourgeois 
historians have hit on a remarkable thesis:  
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that the revolution that established 
Kerensky’s government was as far as they 
would have liked to see things progress. The 
subsequent revolution which established 
proletarian democracy and swept away the 
exploiters and murderers of the people was a 
Step too far, and was the prime cause of 
everything that ‘went wrong’ with Russian 
history. Pudovkin provides the perfect 
antidote to this trash. At his first appearance, 
the bourgeois cheer Kerensky when he tells 
them: “Citizens! The Tsar has been 
dethroned, we are free. We are the pick of the 
Russian people. We shall carry on the war - to 
a victorious end.” Though there is a new 
government, little has changed for the 
workers, and certainly nothing for those sent 
to the front. At a banquet, Lebedev puts his 
arm around Kerensky and says: “We brought 
off the revolution, and we shall maintain it.” 
But they cannot maintain it for long. At the 
factory, the Bolshevik worker addresses his 
fellow-workers. “Down with the capitalist 
ministers! Make war on war! All power - TO 
THE SOVIETS!” The Deputy attempts to 
disrupt the meeting, denouncing the 
Bolshevik and the workers: “Betray the 
country! Betray the revolution!” Later on, the 
Provisional Government “delivers its safety 
into the hands of the people and the army.” At 
a camp near St Petersburg, a representative 
makes a theatrical speech to assembled 
soldiers: “Soldiers! You have been brought 
from the front to save the revolution from 
those traitors the bolsheviks! Brethren! 
Russia is perishing!” But back comes the 
reply from within the massed ranks of the 
soldiers: “That's a lie!” The soldiers’ Cossack 
officer, outraged, gives the order to shoulder 
arms. The soldiers, however, do not obey. At 
this point, the Bolshevik worker arrives and 
asks the officer: “Please give the command to 
‘order arms’.” The officer asks, worriedly, 
“You’re a bolshevik?’ The Bolshevik calls out 
“Comrades!” The Peasant rushes forth from 
the soldiers and stands alongside the 
Bolshevik worker as the representative of the 
Provisional Government scuttles away. Again 
the Bolshevik worker speaks: “Comrades! 
The proletariat that has risen in arms awaits 
you!” There is a tense stand off as the officer 
calls forth some soldiers and orders them to 
shoot the traitors. The soldiers move 

forwards and raise their rifles, but openfireon — 
their officers rather than on the Bolsheviks. Of © 
course, the real traitors have been shot. Now, © 
as the title tells us, “All is ready for the _ 
storming of the Winter Palace.” 

As we see the assault on the Palace 
(another brilliantly fast-paced montage | 

“ST § 
PETERSBURG IS NO MORE!” (Incidentally, 
as Pudovkin filmed the Avrora firing on the | 

sequence), we see are told 

Palace, Eisenstein was attacking it from the 
other side. According to Pudovkin, "I 
bombarded the Winter Palace from the Z 
Aurora while Eisenstein bombarded it from B 
the Fortress of SS. Peter and Paul. One night, © 
| knocked away part of the balustrading ofthe | 
roof, and was scared | might get into trouble, ‘ 

that same night, — 
Eisenstein broke 200 windows in private — 

but, luckily enough, 

bedrooms.") 

Now we are shown images of workers and 
cranes - everything associated with labour. 
The labouring classes are the new rulers of 
Russia. As the Wife searches for her husband 
the next morning, she wanders through the 
Palace. She is followed by a wonderfully ~ 
mobile camera, as she gazes on the ornate 
and decorative surroundings. She eventually | 
finds her husband with a group of other _ 
revolutionaries. Again we are told, “St - 
Petersburg is no more.” But this time, there is 
something more to say: “LONG LIVE - THE 
CITY OF LENIN.” 

BELOW: The Winter Palace in Leningrad 
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FY _Acallto arms for the left 
Defeat New Labour, Unite the labour movement. Communist Party pamphlet by Andrew 
Murray 

Reviewed by Ed Griffiths 

  

at “i The swing away from "partnership" towards 
The Tories are an irrelevance in British politics.Every — defending members’ interests is necessary and highly 

_ media pundit can point that out. But they stumble significant. But in itself it is not enough. The trade 
'_ when they start tying to explain why it is that lain unions also have an important part to play in the 

"Duncan" Smith's party isn't getting anywhere. (I'm Labour Party; and - in Murray's words - "the real choice 
gambling that Smith will still be in charge when this is between capitalism and socialism". The pamphlet 
issue comes out.) To a Marxist, though, the answeris — argues that 
fairly obvious. The Tories can't make an impact 
because the main front of class struggle in modem —_the critical question now is whether the trade unions 
Britain runs not between the two main parliamentary —_ will actually carry this fight into the Labour Party, and 
parties, but within one of them. The decisive battles seek to force changes in policy. [...] Where is the sense 
are being fought out in the Labour Party and the trade —_in saying that the unions can organize industrial action 
unions. If Tony Blair and his clique win, then Labourwill on a growing scale against privatization, can give 
end up breaking its link with the unions and becoming —_ increasing support to the anti-war movement, can 
a wholly owned subsidiary of the capitalist class. Ifthe — mobilize for an end to the anti-union laws, can elect 
unions and the left succeed in staging a fightback, — /eaders ready and willing to lead these struggles - yet 
Labour can still be reclaimed as a potential vehicle for cannot carry this fight into the party to which they are 
working-class political power. affiliated? 
These are the points at stake; and there are clear 

signs (the most recent being the Blair clique's attitude —_{t is here that the Communist Party, as the Manist 
to the firefighters’ strike) that the issue could be party of the labour movement, can play an important 

_ fesolved one way or another in the not too distant —_réle. Unlike some others on the left, the CP has never 
| future. Britain is entering a period of more acute class _ entertained the fantasy of walking away from the 
‘ struggle, and the class orientation of the Labour Party Labour Party and setting up an electoral rival, or of 

is the key prize. urging trade unions to disaffiliate from Labour. As 
3 Kevin Halpin argued in Ch8, any attempts of that kind 

In this new pamphlet, Andrew Murray sets out the only make it easier for the Blair leadership to 
Communist Party's view on how the left can mobilize —_ undermine unions' position in the Labour Party. 
to defeat "the Project". It's a mobilization which is 
visibly beginning, signalled by anew wave ofindustrial Murray sets out five key issues around which the 
militancy and a string of victories for left-wing _ battle against "new Labour" can be focused. They are 
candidates in union elections. As Murray writes at the _the anti-war campaign, the anti-privatization struggle, 
beginning of the pamphlet: , the demand for the repeal of the anti-union laws, 
Just one week in July 2002 symbolized the extent —_ opposition to "social partnership" and opposition to the 

and potential of this transformation. It saw the largest Euro. These are the essential battle lines in the 
ever stnike by women workers in British history when —_coming fight for the Labour Party - a fight which will 
the local council workers took industrial action for pay define British politics for the coming period. The 

justice - and also the sensational victory in the election — Communist Party is under no illusions that victory is 
for amicusBAEEU general secretary by progressive _ guaranteed; but it certainly does not intend to walk 
candidate Derek Simpson, ending 25 years of away fromthe fight. 
domination of that union by the nght wing. — 

He goes on to provide an eloquent critique of the This pamphlet is a lucid and readable account of 
“social partnership" rhetoric put forward by the rightof _—_ whats at stake in the labour movement today, as well 
the trade union movement. "Partnership", as a call to arms for the left. It is made all the more 
characterized by Murray as "the psychology of depair" —_valuable by the fact that it includes as an appendix a 
after decades of defeat, was based on the idea that resolution passed by the Communist Party's 46th 
employers and workers could co-operate to achieve National Congress in June 2002, which offers clear 
common interests; it was an attractive concept for campaigning perspectives for the labour movement 
many in a battered union movement, but it has and the left in the batle against Blair. The YCL has 

uniformly failed. As Murray comments copies of Defeat New Labour, unite the labour 
There is no captalist, however liberal, honourable or — movementavailable for sale from the usual address at 

god-fearing, wh will fallon an economic swordforthe £92 including postage and packing. 
sake of keeping an agreement with trade unions. 

oe ra) Employers wil always put profits first. 
y 
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Global election roundup | 
(continued from p5) 

Morocco and Pakistan both held elections for 
largely meaningless parliaments - real powers still firmly 
in the hands of King Mohammed and General Pervaiz 
Musharraf respectively. In both countries parties of an 
Islamic orientation did better than expected, although the 
main Islamist opposition in Morocco had called for a 
boycott (a stance which was shared by the political Left). 
Turnout was low in both cases. Elections in Bosnia- 
Herzegovina saw a swing towards ethnic nationalist 
parties; but this result too is of little importance, since 
under conditions of foreign occupation the only politician 
in the country who really matters is Paddy Ashdown, a 
"High Representative” with the powers of a viceroy. In 
India, elections in the state of Jammu & Kashmir 
resulted in the shock defeat of the right-wing National 
Conference Party which has ruled the state for decades. 
Jammu & Kashmir's new govemment is a coalition, 
headed by the People's Democratic Party and including 
among others the Communist Party of India (Marxist). 
The National Conference Party had been an ally of the 
Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BUP). There 
was also a swing to the left in Brazil’s general election, 
where Workers’ Party candidate Luis Inacio Lula da Silva 
won61% in the second round of the presidential election. 
The Workers’ Party increased its representation in 
Congress from 58 seats to 91, and the Communist Party 
of Brazil (a key Lula ally) saw its support rise from 7 seats 
to 12. Iraq didn't really hold a presidential election; 100% 
of the electorate didn't really tum out to vote; Saddam 
Hussein didn't really win 100% support. Voters in the 
United States went to the polls to elect a new House of 
Representatives, a third of the Senate and a string of 
state governors; the far-right Republican Party 
strengthened its majority in the House and narrowly took 
control of the Senate, but lost a few states to the 
Opposition Democrats. The Democratic Party's new 
leader in the House is Nancy Pelosi, regarded as being 
on the left of the party. The Communist Party of China's 
16th Congress, held in the capital Beijing, elected a new 
leadership headed by Hu Jintao. Delegates reaffirmed 
the party's commitment to socialism, but also endorsed 
Controversial rule changes aimed at allowing 
businesspeople to play a greater réle in the party. 
General elections in Turkey saw the outgoing coalition 
obliterated, with none of its three parties coming close to 
the 10% needed to win seats in the national assembly. 
The winner was the Justice and Development Party 
(AKP), anew party which is descended from two banned 
Islamist groups. The AKP now describes itself as 
“Muslim democrat" and “conservative” rather than 

Islamist, but itremains tobe seenhow its govemmentwill 
get on with the country's generals - who tend to be 
strongly committed to the Turkish Republic's secular and 

unitary character even if they ignore much of the rest of — 
the constitution. The only other party to get over the 10% 
barrier was the Republican People's Party (CHP), 
launched back in the 1920s by the Republic's founder 
Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk and now a secularist group which 
describes itself as "left of centre". The Democratic 
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People's Party (Dehap), an alliance of leftists and _ 
representatives of the Kurdish minority, increased its 
vote to over 6% but fell foul of the 10% rule. Kalmykia, an 5 
autonomous republic in southern Russia, held 
presidential elections which saw the eccentric and . 
autocratic incumbent Kirsan Ilyumzhinov re-elected for 
another seven-year term. No-one was surprised about : 

that; but the strength of the opposition vote, which forced — 
llyumzhinov into a second-round runoff, was 
unexpected. llyumzhinov has also been re-elected as © 
head of the world chess federation FIDE. Meanwhile, 
voters in Ecuador elected Lucio Gutierrez, a leftswing 
former military officer who has a record of defending the g 
country's landless peasantry and indigenous population, 2 

as their new president; he defeated a banana magnate 
(the richest person in the country) who was standing as 
the right's champion. And something like a parliamentary 
election even took place in Latvia, although the country's 
Tacist citizenship laws (under which members of the 
Russian, Ukrainian, Jewish and other minorities cannot 
vote unless they can demonstrate a fluent command of 

the Latvian language) excluded a good third of the 
country's adult population. All the same, a three-party 
leftist alliance called For Human Rights in a United Latvia 
came second overall, winning 19% of the vote and 24 out 
of 100 seats in the parliament. One of the coalition's 
three co-Chairs is Alfrds Rubiks, wholedthe Communist ~ 
Party of Latvia in the 1980s and today heads the Socialist 
Party. (The CP is banned in Latvia, and Rubiks spent six 
years in jail for refusing to back Latvian independence 

      

from the USSR in 1991; but the Socialists remain an 
unashamedly Marxist party, dedicated to achieving — 
working-class political power.) This is by far the strongest 
showing for the left in Latvia's post-1991 history, and 4 
means that the latest far-right coalition will face an 
unprecedented level of parliamentary opposition.
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